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SUMMARY

Rare copy-number variants (rCNVs) include deletions and duplications that occur infrequently in the global
human population and can confer substantial risk for disease. In this study, we aimed to quantify the properties of haploinsufficiency (i.e., deletion intolerance) and triplosensitivity (i.e., duplication intolerance)
throughout the human genome. We harmonized and meta-analyzed rCNVs from nearly one million individuals
to construct a genome-wide catalog of dosage sensitivity across 54 disorders, which defined 163 dosage
sensitive segments associated with at least one disorder. These segments were typically gene dense and
often harbored dominant dosage sensitive driver genes, which we were able to prioritize using statistical
fine-mapping. Finally, we designed an ensemble machine-learning model to predict probabilities of dosage
sensitivity (pHaplo & pTriplo) for all autosomal genes, which identified 2,987 haploinsufficient and 1,559 triplosensitive genes, including 648 that were uniquely triplosensitive. This dosage sensitivity resource will provide broad utility for human disease research and clinical genetics.

INTRODUCTION
Deletions and duplications of genomic segments, collectively
known as copy-number variants (CNVs), have been recognized

as important evolutionary mechanisms for over 50 years
(Ohno, 1970); however, examples of CNVs conferring adaptive
advantages in humans are scarce (Almarri et al., 2020). Instead,
most large CNVs in humans are held at low frequencies across
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global populations by strong purifying selection (Collins et al.,
2020; Itsara et al., 2010). These rare CNVs (rCNVs; frequency
<1%) have been widely associated with Mendelian and complex
diseases (Zhang et al., 2009). A subset of disease-associated
rCNVs, known as ‘‘genomic disorders’’ (GDs), have been prominent in the literature for decades (Lupski, 2009; Tommerup,
1993). GDs are sites of recurrent rCNVs and are often formed
by non-allelic homologous recombination (Carvalho and Lupski,
2016; Sharp et al., 2005). Several dozen GDs have been reported, including ‘‘reciprocal’’ GDs where deletions and duplications of the same locus have been independently associated
with disease (Lupski, 2009; Weiss et al., 2008). Many GDs exhibit
variable phenotypes, but they collectively comprise one of the
most common genetic causes of abnormal neurodevelopment
(Girirajan et al., 2012) and can have subtle effects on other traits
like height and blood pressure even in the absence of disease
(Auwerx et al., 2022; Owen et al., 2018). Some reciprocal GDs
have been linked to ‘‘mirror’’ phenotypes, where increased or
decreased dosage leads to opposing phenotypes, like microcephaly and macrocephaly in the 16p11.2 GD (Golzio et al.,
2012; Jacquemont et al., 2011). These mirror phenotypes suggest that one or more genes or elements within these GDs may
be dosage sensitive (DS) ‘‘drivers’’ of their associated phenotypes. Despite their clear impact on morbidity, the pathogenic
mechanisms of most rCNVs remain unclear for several reasons.
Many large rCNVs encompass millions of nucleotides and
dozens of genes, obfuscating their critical driver(s). Large rCNVs
can also have myriad indirect consequences, including regulatory, polygenic, or epistatic effects (Girirajan and Eichler, 2010).
Finally, CNVs have a lower (R100-fold) mutational density than
single-nucleotide variants (1000 Genomes Project Consortium
et al., 2015), meaning that well-powered rCNV association
studies require massive sample sizes.
The simplest explanation for the effects of most rCNVs is that
they presumably delete or duplicate one or more critical gene(s)
driving their associated phenotypes. However, the identification
of DS driver genes within rCNVs has been historically challenging. Sensitivity to decreased DNA dosage (i.e., haploinsufficiency) or increased DNA dosage (i.e., triplosensitivity) has been
documented for individual genes (Bragin et al., 2014; Riggs et al.,
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2018), although genome-wide annotations of DS genes and segments remain incomplete. Prior studies have estimated selection
against coding CNVs and developed methods to prioritize likely
pathogenic CNVs (Aguirre et al., 2019; Huang et al., 2010; Ruderfer et al., 2016), but there are no widely adopted frameworks to
evaluate both haploinsufficiency and triplosensitivity for every
human gene. Consequently, existing lists of DS loci exceeding
genome-wide significance thresholds or meeting robust guidelines for clinical interpretation are limited: for example, the
ClinGen Genome Dosage Map includes just 15 triplosensitive
(TS) genes (Riggs et al., 2018). Similarly, it remains mostly unknown whether the deletion- and duplication-associated phenotypes for reciprocal GDs are driven by the same bidirectionally
DS gene or by two (or more) independent haploinsufficient (HI)
and TS genes. Comprehensive maps of bidirectional dosage
sensitivity across disorders are therefore critically needed for human disease research and clinical interpretation.
In this study, we meta-analyzed large rCNV data from 950,278
individuals to build a genome-wide catalog of rCNV associations
for 54 disease phenotypes. We also integrated these rCNVs with
145 genome annotations to predict the probability of haploinsufficiency (pHaplo) and probability of triplosensitivity (pTriplo) for
all protein-coding genes, allowing us to define 3,635 high-confidence DS genes. We provide all maps and metrics derived in this
study as an open resource for the community and anticipate that
they will have broad utility for human genomic research and
medical genetics.
RESULTS
A catalog of large rCNVs across 54 disorders
We aggregated rCNVs ascertained by microarrays from 17 sources, ranging from diagnostic laboratories to national biobanks
(Table S1). To account for technical heterogeneity across sources, we developed a strict harmonization procedure to retain
large (R100 kb) sub-chromosomal (%20 Mb) CNVs appearing
at <1% frequency in every source in our dataset and in every
global population documented by four genome sequencingbased CNV reference maps (Abel et al., 2020; Almarri et al.,
2020; Byrska-Bishop et al., 2021; Collins et al., 2020). This
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Figure 1. The contribution of rCNVs to 54 disease phenotypes
(A) Phenotype categorization for 950,278 samples using Human Phenotype Ontology.
(B) ORs per phenotype from meta-analyses of rCNVs matching 95 GDs reported in the literature (top) and of rCNVs impacting PTV-constrained genes outside of
known GDs (bottom). Error bars indicate 95% confidence intervals.
See also Tables S1 and S2.

process reduced technical variability between sources by nearly
two orders of magnitude (Figure S1), with the final harmonized
dataset including a total of 558,113 rCNVs in 950,278 individuals.
To control for residual heterogeneity, we further grouped sources into seven cohorts based on their technical similarities,
such as microarray platform and sample recruitment strategy.
The extent of phenotypic data also varied between sources,
ranging from the presence of a single primary phenotype in disease-specific cohorts to phenome-wide metadata collected by
many biobanks. Therefore, we first standardized all phenotypes
by mapping all available phenotype data per sample onto the
Human Phenotype Ontology (Köhler et al., 2019) with a fuzzy
keyword-matching approach. We next performed recursive hierarchical clustering to define a minimal set of non-redundant primary phenotypes that each included a minimum of >300 samples in at least three independent cohorts, >3,000 samples in
total across all cohorts, and had less than 80% sample overlap
with any other phenotype. This process yielded a total of 54 disease phenotypes, including 24 neurological, 28 non-neurological, and two general categories to capture broadly defined or
nondescript phenotypes (Figure 1A; Table S2). Although imperfect, this strategy partitioned our dataset into 458,326 samples
matching one or more primary disease phenotype (i.e., ‘‘cases’’)
and 491,952 samples not matching any of the 54 disease phenotypes (i.e., ‘‘controls’’).
Having curated rCNV and phenotype data from nearly one
million individuals, we evaluated the rCNV contributions to the
genetic architectures of these 54 phenotypes. We first curated
a reference set of 95 established GDs from six prior surveys (Dittwald et al., 2013; Firth et al., 2009; Girirajan et al., 2012; Owen
et al., 2018; Riggs et al., 2012; Stefansson et al., 2014) and
computed the prevalence of each GD per phenotype in our
harmonized rCNV data. As anticipated, most phenotypes (43/
54; 89.6%) exhibited significant associations with GD rCNVs after correcting for multiple comparisons (p % 1.54 3 104), with

the strongest effects found in severe pediatric-onset disorders
(Figure 1B). We next explored the extent to which rCNVs outside
of GDs contributed disease risk by focusing on genes constrained against protein-truncating variants (PTVs) in the general
population as defined by metrics like the loss-of-function (LoF)
observed-expected upper bound fraction (LOEUF; %0.38)
(Karczewski et al., 2020). We found significant disease risk
contributed by rCNVs impacting PTV-constrained genes for
most phenotypes (39/54; 72.2%) even after excluding all GDs,
although the effect size of constrained gene rCNVs outside of
GDs was less than GDs (GD median odds ratio [OR] = 3.38
versus constrained median OR = 1.38). Finally, we used these
empirical effect size estimates to partition all phenotypes into
two subsets: those with stronger rCNV effects (‘‘strong-effect
phenotypes’’; n = 17) that had OR R 2.0 for deletions of constrained genes outside of established GDs, and those with
weaker rCNV effects (‘‘modest-effect phenotypes’’; n = 37) that
had OR < 2.0 for constrained gene deletions. This simple
approach allowed us to subdivide our dataset by approximate
phenotypic severity for downstream analyses.
Genome-wide discovery of rCNV-disease associations
Building on decades of seminal studies of CNV in disease, we
leveraged our sample size to systematically identify rCNV associations for every phenotype. We divided all 22 autosomes into
200 kb sliding windows in 10 kb steps and performed an association meta-analysis of rCNVs per phenotype for each 200 kb
window while accounting for technical differences between cohorts like microarray platform or probe density (Figure 2A; Figure S2). We assessed significance at two thresholds: (1)
genome-wide significance corresponding to the number of
non-overlapping windows tested (p = 3.74 3 106) and (2) Benjamini-Hochberg false discovery rate (FDR) <1%. We further
required nominal evidence (p < 0.05) in at least two independent
cohorts to mitigate ascertainment and/or platform-specific
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Figure 2. Characteristics of disease-associated rCNV segments
(A) rCNV association statistics for one example phenotype, neurodevelopmental abnormalities (HP:0012759).
(B) Relationship between effect size and strength of association for the 163 segments from our discovery meta-analyses as well as 42 GDs reported in the
literature that did not reach FDR < 1% in our discovery analysis.
(C) Our consensus set of 178 disease-relevant rCNV segments overlapped 44% more genes than expected based on 100,000 random permutations (one-tailed
permutation test).
(D) rCNV segments overlapped genes under 34% greater constraint against PTVs than expected by permutations (one-tailed permutation test).
(E) Segments in the top third of all effect sizes overlapped genes under stronger constraint than segments in the bottom third of effect sizes (two-tailed Wilcoxon tests).
(F) The number of genes per segment was related to the number of phenotypes associated with each segment. Trend lines are outlier-robust linear fits with 95%
confidence intervals.
See also Figures S2, S3, and S5 and Table S3.

signals. Finally, we refined each significant association to the
minimal region expected to contain the causal element(s) by
adapting a Bayesian algorithm to define the 95% credible interval(s) per associated locus (Wakefield, 2009). In total, this
approach discovered 795 rCNV-phenotype associations corresponding to 163 distinct large rCNV ‘‘segments’’ (i.e., genomic
intervals where rCNVs were enriched in cases) after clustering individual phenotype-rCNV associations across all phenotypes
(median size = 740 kb; 69 deletions & 94 duplications; Figure S3;
Table S3).
We next assessed whether we had captured bona fide disease
associations by cross-examining the 163 significant rCNV segments from our meta-analyses versus the list of 95 GDs that
we curated from the literature. Across all literature-based GDs,
most (53/95; 55.8%) were recapitulated in our meta-analyses,
which was 6.9-fold more than expected by chance based on
100,000 random permutations (Figure S4A; p < 105, one-tailed
permutation test), whereas another 15 GDs exceeded a Bonferroni-corrected significance threshold when testing the 95 GDs
selected a priori (p % 5.26 3 104). The remaining 27 litera-
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ture-based GDs were either exceedingly rare in the population
and/or exhibited incompletely penetrant effects too weak to be
detected by our meta-analyses (Figure 2B). To remain comprehensive in our subsequent analyses, we constructed a
consensus set of 178 disease-associated rCNV segments
comprising the 163 segments from the discovery meta-analyses
and the 15 additional GDs surpassing p % 5.26 3 104 in the targeted analyses (Table S4).
A combined analysis of these 178 large rCNV segments revealed that the presence of individual DS genes was a key
feature distinguishing such segments from the rest of the
genome. Most rCNV segments were gene dense, overlapping
44% more genes than expected based on 100,000 random permutations (Figure 2C; observed = 12.7 genes; expected = 8.6
genes; p = 0.003, one-tailed permutation test). Even after conditioning on their relatively higher gene density, these 178 segments were significantly more likely to overlap phenotypematched disease genes than expected by random permutations
(Figure S4B; Table S5; p = 3.8 3 104, one-tailed permutation
test) (Amberger et al., 2015) and were enriched for genes under
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strong mutational constraint: the 77 deletion segments in our
consensus set overlapped genes that were 34% more depleted
for PTVs in the general population (Karczewski et al., 2020) than
expected by chance (Figure 2D; average minimum LOEUF per
segment: observed = 0.25, expected = 0.37; p = 0.006, onetailed permutation test). These trends were even more pronounced when segments were stratified based on their penetrance. In comparison to segments in the bottom third of the effect size distribution (‘‘incompletely penetrant segments’’; mean
OR = 10.3), segments in the top third of effect sizes (‘‘highly
penetrant segments’’; mean OR = 444.0) overlapped more genes
on average (Figure S4C; p = 3.34 3 105, two-tailed Wilcoxon
test) and were enriched for genes under stronger constraint (Figure 2E; Figure S4D; p = 1.46 3 104, two-tailed Wilcoxon test).
This observation remained significant for highly penetrant deletion segments even after accounting for the total number of
genes per segment (Figure S4E; p = 0.009, one-tailed permutation test), whereas this was not true for incompletely penetrant
deletion segments (p = 0.126). Finally, we discovered a strong
relationship between the number of genes per segment and
the number of associated phenotypes (Figure 2F; deletions,
p = 1.81 3 105; duplications, p = 1.62 3 106; linear regression);
pleiotropic segments (i.e., segments associated with multiple
phenotypes) were also more likely to overlap strongly constrained genes compared with segments associated with just
one phenotype (Figure S4F; p = 8.66 3 104, two-tailed Wilcoxon test). Collectively, these results supported a model where
the penetrance of individual rCNVs is influenced by both rCNV
size and the properties of individual DS genes within the rCNV.
However, we also noted that 6.7% (12/178) of segments did
not overlap any annotated protein-coding sequence. The interpretation of these noncoding rCNV segments was more challenging, but we were able to identify a plausible regulatory mechanism for one noncoding segment: hyperactivity-associated
noncoding deletions that overlapped a validated recursive splice
site within the first intron of CADM2, a known common-variant
risk locus for behavioral disorders (Ibrahim-Verbaas et al.,
2016; Sanchez-Roige et al., 2019; Sibley et al., 2015).
If the presence of at least one DS gene was a common feature
of many disease-associated rCNV segments, we reasoned that
this trend should be confirmed by damaging point mutations in
independent patients with related phenotypes, as has been previously proposed (Coe et al., 2014). To test this hypothesis, we
focused on the subset of 93 rCNV segments (48 deletion and
45 duplication) that were associated with at least one neurological phenotype with stronger rCNV effects (see Figure 1A) and
overlapped at least one gene. We cross-examined these 93
rCNV segments versus two datasets of damaging de novo mutations (DNMs; PTVs and missense) from exome-sequencing
studies of developmental disorders (Kaplanis et al., 2020) and
autism spectrum disorder (ASD) (Fu et al., 2021), collectively
comprising 46,094 parent-child trios with probands affected by
broadly defined neurodevelopmental disorders (NDDs; Figure 3A). In both cohorts, we found that the genes in these 93
segments accrued more damaging DNMs in NDD probands
than expected after accounting for gene-specific mutation rates
(Figures 3B and 3C; Figure S5). These enrichments exhibited
clear biases by mutational consequence: PTVs were nominally

enriched in deletion segments (p = 0.028, one-tailed permutation
test) but not duplication segments (p = 0.488), whereas missense
DNMs were enriched in duplication segments (p = 0.002) but not
in deletion segments (p = 0.287). Moreover, the distributions of
damaging DNMs in NDD probands were highly non-uniform
within many rCNV segments (Figures 3D and 3E; Figures S4G
and S4H). When focusing on the subset of segments (70/93)
with at least two more PTV or missense DNMs than expected
based on known mutation rates, we found that 38% of deletion
segments (12/32) and 16% of duplication segments (6/38) had
their excesses of PTVs or missense DNMs almost entirely
(R90%) concentrated in just one or two genes, and these recurrently mutated genes usually corresponded to established
developmental disorder genes (Figures 3F and 3G). To assess
how much of this signal was driven by known versus currently
unrecognized disease genes, we excluded all 270 genes that
had been associated with NDDs by prior DNM analyses in these
same cohorts (Fu et al., 2021; Kaplanis et al., 2020). Removing
these 270 NDD genes ablated the enrichment of PTV DNMs in
deletion segments (p = 0.203, one-tailed permutation test) but
surprisingly had no meaningful impact on the enrichment of
missense DNMs within duplication segments (p < 105;
Figures 3B and 3C; Figure S5). Collectively, these results indicated that one-quarter (18/70; 26%) of NDD-associated GDs
with sufficiently dense DNM data to be evaluated in our analyses
harbored one or more dominant driver gene(s) and that many of
the dominant driver genes acting through mechanisms other
than haploinsufficiency (e.g., triplosensitivity) may be unrecognized at present but could be discovered in future studies.
Fine-mapping individual dosage sensitive genes within
large rCNVs
We next sought to identify individual genes enriched for coding
rCNVs in cases over controls by conducting exome-wide rCNV
association tests. We meta-analyzed exonic rCNVs in cases
and controls per phenotype for 17,263 autosomal protein-coding genes using methods similar to our sliding window analyses
and assessed significance at two thresholds: exome-wide significance (p = 2.90 3 106) and FDR < 1%, again requiring nominal
evidence (p < 0.05) in at least two independent cohorts. These
meta-analyses identified a total of 5,680 significant gene-phenotype associations across 739 unique genes; however, given that
many large rCNVs deleted or duplicated multiple adjacent
genes, we expected that most of these associated genes were
unlikely to be causal but instead simply carried to significance
due to their proximity to true causal genes, analogous to the influence of linkage disequilibrium in genome-wide association
studies (GWASs) of common variation (Tam et al., 2019). To
address this problem, we adapted a Bayesian fine-mapping algorithm to define the 95% credible set of genes at each associated locus separately for deletions and duplications while also
prioritizing the most likely causal gene(s) based on their association statistics and 145 gene-level annotations (Kichaev et al.,
2014; Wen et al., 2017; Figure 4A; Table S5). Fine-mapping
reduced the average number of candidate genes per locus by
48%, resulting in a total of 115 credible sets averaging 4.2 genes
each (range: 1–28 genes) (Figures 4B and 4C; Table S6), and
prioritized 31 ‘‘highly confident’’ and 90 ‘‘confident’’ genes with
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Figure 3. Coding DNMs pinpoint dominant driver genes within rCNVs
(A) We aggregated de novo mutations (DNMs) from two exome-sequencing studies of neurodevelopmental disorders (NDDs) (Fu et al., 2021; Kaplanis
et al., 2020).
(B) NDD-associated deletion segments were enriched for PTV DNMs beyond expectations based on 100,000 matched permutations adjusted for gene-specific
mutation rates (one-tailed permutation tests). This enrichment was ablated after excluding the 270 NDD-associated genes identified in the studies from (A).
(C) Duplication segments associated with NDDs were enriched for missense DNMs, and this enrichment persisted after excluding the 270 known NDD-associated genes (one-tailed permutation tests).
(D and E) The distributions of (D) PTV DNMs per deletion segment and (E) missense DNMs per duplication segment were highly non-uniform. Genes in each
segment have been ranked and colored according to their excess PTV DNMs; percentages indicate what fraction of total excess PTV DNMs is attributable to each
gene rank across all segments.
(F and G) The deletion (F) and duplication (G) segments with the greatest total excess of PTV or missense DNMs usually featured a single, prominent driver gene
accounting for most of that segment’s mutational excess.
See also Figures S4 and S5.

posterior inclusion probabilities (PIPs) R0.8 and 0.2–0.8,
respectively, in at least one credible set for one CNV type (Figure 4D). These 121 prioritized genes were enriched in gene
sets with existing evidence supporting their disease relevance
as plausible driver genes, such as mutational constraint and prior
reports of gene-disease associations (Figures 4E and 4F).
These gene-based analyses did not identify any additional disease-associated loci that were not already captured by our
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sliding window analyses but did uncover 32 more rCNV-phenotype associations at these loci (total n = 829 associations between both approaches). Fine-mapping nominated at least one
candidate gene (PIP R 0.2) in 55.2% (90/163) of significant
rCNV segments from our sliding window analyses, 48 of which
had previously documented roles in disease, like SHANK3
(PIP = 0.54; Figure S2G) in Phelan-McDermid syndrome (Zhou
et al., 2019) or RAI1 (PIP = 0.56; Figure S2H) in Smith-Magenis
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Figure 4. Fine-mapping prioritizes candidate genes in disease-associated rCNVs
(A) Gene-based rCNV-disease association and fine-mapping workflow.
(B) Fine-mapping reduced the number of candidate genes per locus by 48%. Trend lines are outlier-robust linear fits with 95% confidence intervals.
(C) Distribution of credible set sizes after fine-mapping.
(D) Distribution of posterior inclusion probabilities (PIPs) for all genes across all credible sets.
(E) Comparison of per-gene probabilities across three gene sets of interest for each stage of our fine-mapping approach: naive uniform prior, genetics-only
posterior, and functionally informed PIP (i.e., ‘‘full model’’).
(F) Summary of fine-mapping for all genes associated with one of 17 phenotypes with stronger rCNV effects (see Figure 1A) stratified by whether the gene had the
highest PIP (i.e., ‘‘top gene’’) among all genes in at least one credible set.
See also Figure S2 and Tables S5 and S6.
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Figure 5. Example triplosensitive disease genes nominated by fine-mapping
(A) We identified a 95% credible set of five genes on chr20 where rare duplications were associated with nervous system abnormalities (OR = 35.2; 95% CI = 11.9–
103.5). Fine-mapping prioritized GMEB2 as the top candidate for this association (PIP = 0.40).
(B) We identified an association (p = 1.79 3 105; FDR Q = 0.004) between rare duplications and personality disorders (OR = 16.8; 95% CI = 5.7–49.4) on chr6,
which fine-mapping reduced to just one gene, KIF13A (PIP = 0.98).
(C) We identified a three-gene credible set on chr16 where rare duplications were associated with growth abnormalities (OR = 25.0; 95% CI = 8.5–73.7). Finemapping nominated the known haploinsufficient gene, ANKRD11 (PIP = 0.62), as the most likely causal gene.
(D) We identified a four-gene credible set on chr15 where rare duplications were associated with skeletal abnormalities (OR = 21.3; 95% CI = 6.1–75.2). Finemapping prioritized IGF1R (PIP = 0.44), a biologically plausible candidate gene (Abuzzahab et al., 2003), as one of two candidates for this association. For all
panels, meta-analysis p values and ORs are provided for the more specific (smaller N) of the two phenotypes listed at the bottom of the panel, and all ORs are
represented with 95% CIs.
See also Figure S6.

syndrome (Slager et al., 2003). These analyses also prioritized 14
genes that were mutationally constrained but had no known
roles in disease, including candidate TS genes like GMEB2 in
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central nervous system abnormalities (PIP = 0.40; OR = 35.2;
95% CI = 11.9–103.5; Figure 5A) and KIF13A in personality disorders (PIP = 0.98; OR = 16.8; 95% CI = 5.7–49.4; Figure 5B).
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Figure 6. Predicting dosage sensitivity at single-gene resolution
(A) The probabilities of haploinsufficiency (pHaplo) and triplosensitivity (pTriplo) were moderately correlated per gene (Pearson R2 = 0.30; p < 10100).
(B) We calibrated thresholds for pHaplo and pTriplo to define 2,987 HI and 1,559 TS genes where the effect sizes of deletions or duplications were comparable
with loss of function of PTV-constrained genes (Karczewski et al., 2020).
(C) We observed clear shifts in the distributions of pHaplo and pTriplo across gene sets with prior biological evidence as being dosage sensitive or insensitive.
Asterisks indicate gene sets considered when training our models and are not fully independent test sets.
(D) pHaplo and pTriplo stratified risk for ASD conferred by de novo protein-truncating deletions and whole-gene copy-gain (CG) duplications outside of GDs in an
independent dataset of 13,786 affected children and 5,098 unaffected siblings (Fu et al., 2021). Baseline indicates the overall OR for all de novo deletions or
duplications. Error bars correspond to 95% CIs.
(E) pHaplo and pTriplo were inversely correlated with rates of protein-truncating deletions and CG duplications in the general population (Collins et al., 2020). Error
bars correspond to 95% CIs.
(F) The top decile of genes when ranked by pHaplo and pTriplo were enriched for damaging DNMs (PTVs and missense) in 46,094 probands affected by NDDs (Fu
et al., 2021; Kaplanis et al., 2020). Error bars correspond to 95% CIs.
See also Figure S6 and Table S7.

Finally, we identified seven genes within duplication associations
that had previously been shown to be dominant genetic causes
of diseases via haploinsufficiency, like ANKRD11 in growth abnormalities (PIP = 0.62; OR = 25.0; 95% CI = 8.5–73.7; Figure 5C)
and IGF1R in skeletal abnormalities (PIP = 0.44; OR = 21.3; 95%
CI = 6.1–75.2; Figure 5D). Haploinsufficiencies of ANKRD11 and
IGF1R are known causes of Cornelia de Lange and insulin
growth factor I resistance syndromes (Abuzzahab et al., 2003;
Ansari et al., 2014), respectively, but our study suggests that
both genes are in fact bidirectionally DS.
Quantifying the dosage sensitivity of all proteincoding genes
We reasoned that a catalog of dosage sensitivity metrics for all
genes—even if imperfect—would represent a potentially useful
tool for genomics research and clinical genetics and thus developed a two-step procedure to computationally predict the pHaplo and pTriplo for 18,641 autosomal protein-coding genes. We
first used an empirical Bayes approach to compute the likelihood
that each gene belonged to one of two manually curated sets of
likely DS and dosage insensitive genes based on the summary
statistics from our gene-level association meta-analyses
(Figures S6A–S6D), with slight modifications and optimized parameters (see STAR Methods). We then trained an ensemble of

eight machine-learning models to predict these likelihoods
from 145 gene-level features. The resulting pHaplo and pTriplo
scores (Figure 6A; Table S7) easily separated known DS and
dosage insensitive genes with high precision and recall
(Figures S6E and S6F). Encouragingly, we found that pTriplo
was more effective than pHaplo when classifying genes that
were uniquely TS (Figures S6G and S6H) and vice-versa for pHaplo in HI-specific genes, indicating that pTriplo may provide in
silico support to the challenges of interpreting duplications in
clinical genetics. Finally, we computed standardized cutoffs for
pHaplo and pTriplo where the average effect sizes of deletions
and duplications were as strong as the LoF of genes known to
be constrained against PTVs (average OR R 2.7) (Karczewski
et al., 2020). Applying these cutoffs defined 2,987 HI (pHaplo
R 0.86) and 1,559 TS (pTriplo R 0.94) genes with rCNV effect
sizes comparable with LoF of gold-standard PTV-constrained
genes (Figure 6B).
We assessed the quality and practical value of our dosage
sensitivity scores using five approaches. First, pHaplo and pTriplo were predictive of genes with biological evidence for being HI
or TS independent of our model’s training criteria (Figure 6C).
Second, pHaplo and pTriplo stratified risk for ASD conferred
by de novo CNVs outside of known GDs in 13,786 affected children and their 5,098 unaffected siblings (Fu et al., 2021;
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Figure 7. Insights into the biological basis of genic dosage sensitivity
(A) We identified the features most correlated with bidirectionally dosage sensitive (DS) genes by comparing the minimum pHaplo & pTriplo per gene to 145 genelevel features. The 16 gene-level features with the largest absolute correlation coefficients are shown here.
(B) Distributions of selected gene-level features for subsets of genes classified as haploinsufficient (HI), DS, triplosensitive (TS), and not dosage sensitive (NS). For
clarity, all features have been transformed into Z scores.
(C) We also identified features predictive of genes uniquely HI or TS (but not both) using a Spearman correlation approach similar to (A).
(D and E) See (B).
See also Figure S7.

Figure 6D). Third, both pHaplo and pTriplo were inversely correlated with rates of protein-truncating deletions and whole-gene
duplications in a large catalog of CNVs from genome sequencing
(Figure 6E; Figures S6I and S6J; Collins et al., 2020). Fourth,
genes with high pHaplo and pTriplo had significant excesses
of damaging DNMs and chromosomal rearrangements in individuals with NDDs, although we observed no such enrichments
for synonymous DNMs nor damaging DNMs in their unaffected
siblings (Figure 6F; Figures S6K and S6L; Fu et al., 2021; Kaplanis et al., 2020; Redin et al., 2017). Fifth, both pHaplo and pTriplo
were correlated with gene-level constraint metrics derived from
point mutations (Figure S7; Table S7).
Satisfied with their technical quality, we leveraged pHaplo and
pTriplo to understand the general properties governing the
dosage sensitivity of human genes. First, we determine the features underpinning bidirectional dosage sensitivity by evaluating
the minimum of pHaplo and pTriplo per gene (Figure 7A), finding
that bidirectionally DS genes were defined by their evolutionary
constraint above all other features (Figure 7B). Second, we
explored the properties distinguishing haploinsufficiency and
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triplosensitivity by considering the difference of pHaplo and
pTriplo scores per gene (Figure 7C). This approach revealed
that genes more sensitive to deletion than duplication (i.e., primarily HI genes) tended to be larger, farther from other genes,
and with a greater number of poised enhancers in cis, all of which
are hallmarks of precisely regulated, developmentally critical
genes (Figure 7D; Montavon et al., 2011; Ovcharenko et al.,
2005). Conversely, genes more sensitive to duplication than
deletion (i.e., primarily TS genes) were generally shorter, G/Crich, and located in gene-dense, highly active regions (Figure 7E).
Although preliminary, these analyses represent an initial step toward understanding the principles of genic dosage sensitivity
and decoupling the mechanisms of haploinsufficiency from triplosensitivity in the human genome.
DISCUSSION
We have systematically assessed the contribution of rCNVs
across 54 human disorders by meta-analyzing a large compendium of biomedical datasets to produce a genome-wide catalog
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of standardized rCNV association statistics. This catalog includes a consensus list of 178 DS genomic segments involved
in human disease, with a high-confidence subset of 88 achieving
strict genome-wide significance. We further showed that a substantial fraction of these segments likely harbors at least one DS
driver gene based on enrichments of constrained disease genes
and non-uniform distributions of damaging DNMs within rCNV
segments. A general framework of approximately one causal
gene per phenotype per segment is in agreement with the
increased density of constrained genes we observed for pleiotropic rCNVs and comports with existing knowledge for a handful of prominent GDs, such as CRKL and TBX1 associations with
kidney and heart abnormalities, respectively, in 22q11.2 GD deletions (Lindsay et al., 2001; Lopez-Rivera et al., 2017). However,
the full genetic effects of most rCNVs are likely to be more complex, given the known examples of cis-regulatory effects (Franke
et al., 2022), gene-gene interactions (Carvalho et al., 2014; Singh
et al., 2020), and variable penetrance or expressivity due to secondary variants and polygenic background (Albers et al., 2012;
Davies et al., 2020; Girirajan et al., 2012).
A major challenge in disease association studies and clinical
genetics is identifying the causal gene(s) or element(s) within
large, multi-gene CNVs. In this study, we repurposed GWAS
fine-mapping algorithms to statistically prioritize individual
genes within large rCNVs across a range of effect sizes and genetic architectures. The patterns we revealed by integrating
short variant datasets (e.g., damaging DNMs, mutational
constraint) indicated that short variants and rCNVs frequently
converge on the same causal genes at disease-associated loci
and that this convergence can be indicative of mechanism, as
evinced by the CNV direction-specific enrichments of PTV and
missense DNMs we uncovered. We expect that the eventual
unification of all classes of genetic variation in large-scale
sequencing studies and comprehensive association frameworks
will catalyze breakthroughs in our understanding of diverse pathogenic mutational consequences beyond haploinsufficiency.
Finally, we leveraged these data to predict the dosage sensitivity
of every autosomal protein-coding gene. Over the last decade,
there have been multiple efforts to predict the functional and/or
pathogenic impact of CNVs (Abel et al., 2020; Aguirre et al.,
2019; Huang et al., 2010; Ruderfer et al., 2016). The vast genetic
and functional datasets now publicly available have enabled us
to extend from previous approaches and explore predictions of
bidirectional dosage sensitivity for individual genes using sample
sizes considerably larger than prior studies. Our triplosensitivity
scores in particular may provide a unique lens when interpreting
rare duplications (Riggs et al., 2020) and even for some diseaseassociated missense variants, for which gain-of-function and
LoF consequences are challenging to distinguish in silico (Heyne
et al., 2020). Although our model did not directly estimate natural
selection against dosage changes in genes, they clarified some
previously observed patterns underlying selection against CNVs
in humans. It has been shown that constraint metrics derived
from point mutations can also predict genes intolerant of CNVs
(Collins et al., 2020; Ruderfer et al., 2016), but the trends distinguishing HI and TS genes were more intriguing. Our model’s prediction that HI genes tend to be larger, farther from other genes,
and surrounded by poised enhancers is an archetypical descrip-

tion of critical developmental genes, which are generally separated
from other genes due to their intricate cis-regulatory networks and
complex regulation across tissues and time points (Montavon
et al., 2011; Ovcharenko et al., 2005; Siepel et al., 2005). On the
other hand, TS genes appeared to typically be small, G/C-rich
genes localized to broadly active, gene-dense regions. Although
these patterns are preliminary, they nevertheless provide an
important foothold for future investigations of dosage sensitivity
at sequence resolution and for decoupling the principles of haploinsufficiency and triplosensitivity throughout the human genome.
Limitations of the study
The major trade-off of boosting statistical power by aggregating
microarray-based datasets is the low resolution of rCNV inference from microarray technology. Although we implemented
methods to mitigate the technology-specific impact of breakpoint precision, our conservative approach undoubtedly failed
to capture all modes by which rCNVs might alter genes or influence disease risk. This may be especially true for duplications,
the molecular consequences of which are comparatively more
diverse than deletions (Hurles et al., 2008). These analyses of canonical CNVs also certainly oversimplifies the features governing
complex and multiallelic CNVs, which are known to play roles in
some human phenotypes (Sekar et al., 2016; Wirth et al., 2006;
Zekavat et al., 2018). Similarly, this study did not consider smaller
(<100 kb), common (frequency > 1%), or somatic mosaic rCNVs,
which are fertile areas for future research in sequencing datasets.
Finally, it was not feasible to search for rCNVs with protective effects due to non-uniform phenotyping across cohorts, but such
analyses in the future will be intriguing (Kamitaki et al., 2020).
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Data and code availability
d All genome-wide association summary statistics, gene features, and gene dosage sensitivity scores have been deposited at
Zenodo and are publicly available as of the date of publication. DOIs are listed in the key resources table. This paper also analyzes publicly available data. These accession numbers for the datasets are listed in the key resources table. The CNV data
reported GeneDx and Indiana University clinical testing sites were not consented for public release.
d All original code has been deposited at GitHub and is publicly available as of the date of publication. DOIs are listed in the key
resources table.
d Any additional information required to reanalyze the data reported in this paper is available from the lead contact upon request.
METHOD DETAILS
Cohorts and raw CNV datasets
We aggregated microarray-based CNV data across 17 sources, ranging from population-scale biobanks to genetic testing laboratories (Table S1). Where applicable, we provide references below to publications describing the sample recruitment and CNV discovery procedures for each cohort; please refer to these publications for full details for those cohorts. We applied cohort-specific quality
control measures to each raw CNV dataset prior to CNV harmonization across all cohorts. Below, we describe each cohort and any
cohort-specific steps applied prior to CNV harmonization:
1. BioVU Biobank at Vanderbilt University (BioVU): We obtained CNV calls for 66,360 BioVU participants who had been genotyped from peripheral blood samples on the Illumina MegaEx microarray platform as previously described (Morley et al.,
2021). After excluding all related individuals, individuals with known chromosomal abnormalities (i.e., aneuploidies, abnormal
karyotypes, or CNVs >50Mb), or individuals with incident blood cancers, we retained 46,967 samples.
2. Boston Children’s Hospital (BCH): We obtained CNV calls for 3,591 clinically referred samples from the Children’s Hospital of
Boston as described in a previous study (Talkowski et al., 2012). We subsequently converted the CNVs from hg18 to GRCh37
coordinates using the UCSC liftOver tool while requiring 50% of each CNV to remap contiguously to GRCh37 (Lee
et al., 2019).
3. Children’s Hospital of Philadelphia (CHOP): We obtained CNV calls for 342,408 samples analyzed by the Center for Applied
Genomics at the Children’s Hospital of Philadelphia, a subset of which were described in a recent publication (Li et al., 2020).
We subsequently restricted CNVs to quality score R40, R10 probes, and R25kb in size. After CNV filtering, samples with
LRR_SD <0.25, >20 CNV calls, or SNP call rate <98% were excluded as outliers, as well as samples genotyped on arrays
with <175k SNP probes or samples labeled as cancer or Down’s Syndrome patients. Finally, we identified 19 loci with platform-specific artifactual CNV pileups. CNVs covered R10% by any of these artifact regions were removed from the final
CHOP CNV dataset. After filtering, we retained a total of 178,031 samples.
4. Coe et al. (Coe): We obtained CNV calls for 29,083 samples with developmental disorders and 11,256 unaffected control samples from NCBI dbVar accession #nstd100 as described in a previous publication (Coe et al., 2014).
5. Cooper et al. (Cooper): We obtained CNV calls for 8,329 unaffected control samples from NCBI dbVar accession #nstd54 as
described in a previous publication (Cooper et al., 2011). While affected samples are also described in Cooper et al., we retained only the unaffected controls as all cases from Cooper et al. were reprocessed and included in Coe et al. above.
6. Epi25 Consortium (Epi25k): We obtained CNV calls for 12,758 samples with epilepsy and 8,478 unaffected control samples
from the Epi25 Consortium as described in a recent publication (Niestroj et al., 2020). We subsequently restricted CNVs to
R10 probes and R25kb in size. After CNV filtering, samples with >25 CNV calls were excluded as outliers, retaining a total
of 12,053 cases and 8,173 controls.
7. Estonian Biobank (EstBB): We obtained CNV calls for 201,385 samples from the Estonian Biobank using the CNV detection
pipeline described in a previous publication (Auwerx et al., 2022; Leitsalu et al., 2015; Macé et al., 2016). We excluded samples that were not included in SNP imputation and that had genotype calls missing for R2% of sites when processing the raw
microarray data. We also excluded all samples from two genotyping batches based on visual inspection of genotyping intensity parameters, followed by further exclusion of genotyping plates (%24 samples per plate) that contained >3 samples with
>200 CNV calls. We retained unrelated samples that had been linked to Estonian health registries and that had %50 raw CNV
calls. We included CNVs with a quality score R15, were covered by R10 probes, and were R25kb in size. Finally, after pruning related samples and any samples with known malignant cancers or chromosomal disorders (e.g., Down’s Syndrome, sex
chromosome aneuploidies), we retained a total of 78,842 unrelated samples for subsequent analyses.
8. GeneDX (GDX): We obtained CNV calls for 76,208 clinical samples referred to GeneDX for routine genome-wide microarray
testing, 21,932 of which were profiled on Affymetrix CytoScan HD arrays and 54,276 of which were profiled on a custom
Agilent SNP arrays or array comparative genomic hybridization (aCGH). Sample types were predominantly postnatal and
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9.

10.
11.

12.
13.

14.

15.

16.
17.

consisted of blood, buccal, oral rinse, or DNA provided by the client with most clinical indications including a neurodevelopmental disorder such as intellectual disability, developmental delay, autism, and/or seizures. Postnatal samples were run
either on a 180k Agilent array (118,000 copy number probes; 66,000 SNP probes) or the Affymetrix CytoScan HD array. Prenatal samples consisted of cultured or uncultured amniotic fluid or chorionic villus samples or client-provided DNA and were
referred for a variety of reasons including abnormal fetal sonographic finding, abnormal noninvasive prenatal test result,
abnormal maternal serum screen, previous history of child or relative with chromosomal or genetic disease. Prenatal samples
were run either on a 60k Agilent array (42,000 copy number probes and 18,000 SNP probes) or on the CytoScan HD microarray. Data from Agilent arrays were analyzed using Agilent Genomic Workbench 7.0 while data from CytoScan HD arrays
were analyzed with the Applied Biosystems Chromosome Analysis Suite. All CNVs were required to be R20kb and
<40Mb in length. Except for the minority of 9,958 samples for which additional CNV call-level metadata was unavailable,
all CNVs were further required to not have been annotated as a suspected false positive or mosaic event, have estimated
copy numbers %1.5 for deletions or R2.5 for duplications, include R10 probes and have P(CNV) % 10-10. Following CNV
call filtering, we excluded a total of 2,184 samples that either had >10 calls each, were identified as potential biological replicates, were referred for testing due to being a relative of a known carrier of a medically relevant CNV, or had been referred for
testing due to advanced maternal age. In total, we retained 74,028 samples for subsequent analyses. Finally, we converted
the subset of CNVs provided in hg18 coordinates to GRCh37 using the UCSC liftOver tool while requiring 50% of each CNV to
remap contiguously to GRCh37 (Lee et al., 2019).
Indiana University (IU): Chromosomal microarray analysis was performed on genomic DNA extracted from peripheral blood or
buccal swab samples from 1,673 consecutive patients tested in the Indiana University Cytogenetics Laboratory during the
period of January 2018 through August 2019. These samples were evaluated using the CytoScan HD Microarray platform
and the data were analyzed via Chromosome Analysis Suite software version 3.3 (ThermoFisher Scientific, USA). All non-artifact copy number variants (CNVs) identified in these samples were retained, irrespective of clinical significance. Following
CNV detection, we excluded samples derived from buccal swab DNA, samples with known aneuploidies or large runs of homozygosity, and samples with no phenotypic indication specified. After filtering, we retained a total of 1,576 samples.
Ontario Population Genomics Platform (Ontario): We obtained CNV calls for 873 healthy population control samples analyzed
on the CytoScan-HD platform via NCBI dbVar accession #estd212 as described in a previous publication (Uddin et al., 2015).
Psychiatric Genetics Consortium (PGC): We obtained CNV calls for 21,094 samples with schizophrenia and 20,277 unaffected control samples as described in a previous study (Marshall et al., 2016). We subsequently converted the CNVs
from hg18 to GRCh37 coordinates using the UCSC liftOver tool while requiring 50% of each CNV to remap contiguously
to GRCh37 (Lee et al., 2019).
Radboud University Medical Center (RUMC): We obtained CNV calls for 5,531 individuals with intellectual disability analyzed
by RUMC via NCBI dbVar accession #nstd85 as described in a previous publication (Vulto-van Silfhout et al., 2013).
SickKids Hospital (SickKids): We obtained CNV calls for 2,691 samples with a variety of neurodevelopmental or neuropsychiatric disorders and 1,769 unaffected relatives from NCBI dbVar accession #nstd173 as described in a previous publication
(Zarrei et al., 2019). We retained CNVs R25kb in size. After CNV filtering, samples with >80 CNV calls were excluded as outliers. We identified a single locus on chr12 that had CNVs only appearing in ADHD samples at 2.8% frequency; these CNVs
were removed from the callset. Finally, given that all unaffected samples were first-degree relatives of the affected probands,
we excluded all unaffected relatives from subsequent analyses. After filtering, we retained a total of 2,689 samples.
Simons Simplex Collection (SSC): We obtained CNV calls for 2,795 samples with autism spectrum disorder as described in a
previous publication (Sanders et al., 2015). CNVs were filtered on P(CNV) %10-9, per recommendation of the authors. We
subsequently converted the CNVs from hg18 to GRCh37 coordinates using the UCSC liftOver tool while requiring 50% of
each CNV to remap contiguously to GRCh37 (Lee et al., 2019).
The Cancer Genome Atlas (TCGA): We obtained CNV calls for 8,670 whole-blood derived normal (i.e., non-tumor) samples
from donors with non-hematological cancers as described in a previous publication (Zack et al., 2013). We subsequently
restricted CNVs to R10 probes and R25kb in size. Finally, to enrich for true germline CNVs and protect against tumor
contamination, we further required deletions and duplications to have log2 intensities %log2(0.6) and Rlog2(1.45),
respectively.
The Genetic Etiology of Tourette Syndrome Consortium (TSAICG): We obtained CNV calls for 2,434 samples with Tourette
Syndrome and 4,093 unaffected controls as described in a previous publication (Huang et al., 2017).
UK BioBank (UKBB): We obtained CNV calls for 480,051 samples from the UK BioBank that were genotyped on a custom
ThermoFisher Axiom microarray containing approximately 850,000 SNP probes. CNV calls were generated using methods
that have been described in previous publications (Auwerx et al., 2022; Macé et al., 2017). We subsequently restricted
CNVs on quality score R17 and R25kb in size. After CNV filtering, samples with >10 CNV calls were excluded as outliers
as well as any samples with known malignant cancers or chromosomal disorders (e.g., Down’s Syndrome or sex chromosome aneuploidies), which retained a total of 429,871 samples.
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CNV harmonization
After collecting and processing CNV calls for each cohort as described above, we next subjected all CNV calls from each cohort to
the same set of global filters, as described below:
1. CNV defragmentation: Many microarray-based CNV calling algorithms infrequently introduce fragmentation (i.e., over-segmentation) of large CNV calls. For the purposes of this study, fragmentation of CNV calls has the potential to bias association
tests, as single individuals might be counted multiple times for a given locus or gene. Thus, we applied a standardized defragmentation step to raw CNV calls for all studies where this was possible. We defragmented each raw CNV dataset by merging
CNVs of the same type (deletion or duplication) found in the same sample if their breakpoints are within ±25% of the size of their
corresponding original CNV calls. We applied this process to all cohorts except PGC, TSAICG, BioVU, Ontario, RUMC, and
control samples from Coe and Cooper, which were unable to be defragmented due to inadequate sample-level metadata.
2. CNV size & ploidy: We excluded all CNVs not mapped to autosomes from the primary GRCh37 assembly and further required
all CNVs to be R100kb and %20Mb in size.
3. Maximum frequency from population sequencing: We excluded CNVs that matched reported common CNVs (allele frequency
>1%) from any annotated population in four CNV reference catalogs derived from high-coverage genome sequencing (Abel
et al., 2020; Almarri et al., 2020; Byrska-Bishop et al., 2021; Collins et al., 2020). We protected against imprecise allele frequency estimates due to populations with small sample sizes by computing the lower bound of the 95% binomial confidence
interval for each variant’s allele frequency and used this more conservative estimate when restricting to common variants. The
version of gnomAD-SV used for this analysis (gnomAD-SV v2.1, non-neuro) included 8,342 samples without known neuropsychiatric disorders as available from the gnomAD website and described in a previous publication (Collins et al., 2020). To
ensure sufficient sample size for allele frequency estimates, samples from the 1000 Genomes Project (1KGP) (Byrska-Bishop
et al., 2021) and the Human Genome Diversity Panel (HGDP) (Almarri et al., 2020) were evaluated at the level of continental or
regional populations rather than subpopulations. To be considered a match, CNVs in our dataset were required to have a
matching CNV type (deletion or duplication), R50% reciprocal overlap by size as calculated by BEDTools (Quinlan and
Hall, 2010), and both coordinates from the CNV breakpoint were required to be within ±100kb of the corresponding genome
sequencing-based CNV.
4. Maximum frequency in this study: We excluded CNVs that overlapped other CNVs in at least 1% of samples within the same
dataset or in any of the other array CNV datasets. When determining the maximum permitted number of overlapping CNV carriers, we computed an adaptive cutoff per cohort corresponding to the upper bound of the 95% binomial confidence interval
matching a 1% frequency within each cohort (i.e., the smallest CNV frequency at which we could be 95% confident that the
true frequency was >1%). For this filter, we compared each cohort’s CNV calls to the raw CNVs (prior to filtering) of each other
cohort pairwise in serial and determined matching CNV calls using the same criteria as described for the population
sequencing-based frequency filter (as in step 3, above). CNVs with at least 75% reciprocal overlap versus known genomic disorder CNV loci reported by at least two of six established resources (described below) were excluded from frequency filtering,
as we reasoned that some of the most common genomic disorders may appear at >1% frequency in cohorts predominantly
comprised of severely affected individuals (e.g., GDX, IU, RUMC, etc.).
5. Sequence context: We excluded all CNVs with R50% coverage by somatic hypermutable sites (e.g., T-cell receptor genes,
antibody parts, etc.), segmental duplications, simple/low-complexity/satellite repeats, or N-masked bases of the GRCh37
reference assembly. Coverage was computed using BEDTools, repeats were obtained from the UCSC Genome Browser,
and a list of somatic hypermutable sites was repurposed from a previous study (Collins et al., 2020; Lee et al., 2020; Quinlan
and Hall, 2010). CNVs with at least 75% reciprocal overlap versus known genomic disorder CNV loci reported by at least two of
six established resources (described below) were excluded from frequency filtering, as many of the most common genomic
disorders are mediated by non-allelic homologous recombination (NAHR) between large regions of flanking segmental duplications, and we did not want to artificially remove these clinically important CNVs from our callset based on their proximity to
the NAHR-mediating repetitive regions.
After applying the CNV harmonization procedures described above to the raw CNV calls from each cohort, we pooled harmonized
CNV data across cohorts into seven matched groups, dubbed ‘‘meta-cohorts,’’ to control for technical differences between individual data sources and cohorts. These meta-cohorts represent the basic unit on which all association testing was performed. Individual
cohorts were assigned to meta-cohorts based on similarity between sample recruitment strategies, study or cohort design, microarray platforms, and processing pipelines for each callset. Original cohorts were never divided among multiple meta-cohorts except
for the UKBB: we found that the UKBB Axiom array design was the best match for a large fraction of clinical samples from the GDX
cohort, and thus randomly selected a subset of 13,139 healthy UKBB controls (dubbed ‘‘UKBB subset’’) to pair with GDX while retaining the remaining 416,732 UKBB samples (dubbed ‘‘UKBB main’’) as an independent cohort. Meta-cohort assignments were as
follows:
d
d

Cohort 1: BCH, Coe, Cooper, IU.
Cohort 2: Epi25k, GDX, Ontario, TSAICG, UKBB (subset).
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Cohort 3: PGC, RUMC, SSC, SickKids, TCGA.
Cohort 4: CHOP.
Cohort 5: UKBB (main).
Cohort 6: EstBB.
Cohort 7: BioVU.

Phenotype curation
We applied a standardized phenotype consolidation scheme across all samples to convert all sample-level phenotype information
into Human Phenotype Ontology (HPO) terms (Köhler et al., 2019). This process is described below.
First, for each sample, we recursively matched all available phenotype information against HPO keywords based on keyword substrings and assigned the corresponding HPO terms to each sample when a match was found. If no exact matches were found, we
iterated through the HPO keywords again while searching for at least 85% fuzzy matching between each phenotypic indication at
least 10 characters long and any HPO keyword. We abided by all HPO phenotype definitions with a single exception: we matched
all congenital anomalies to HP:0001197 (Abnormality of prenatal development or birth), despite the official description of that term
excluding fetal structural anomalies. We made this exception because congenital anomalies were a phenotype of particular interest in
this study, and there was no obvious existing HPO code corresponding to these phenotypes collectively. Finally, we assigned any
samples that failed to match into any existing HPO codes into an ‘‘unspecified’’ category, which can occur in the case of certain
named multi-system disorders (e.g., an indication of ‘‘Noonan Syndrome’’ could fail to map into our HPO scheme absent any
more specific indications about the affected organ systems or other clinical features). Effectively all such ‘‘unspecified’’ samples
came from two clinical laboratory datasets (GeneDx & CHOP), where we were able to confirm that these samples were generally
referred for genetic testing by a physician due to a phenotypic indication with an elevated prior likelihood on the possibility of pathogenic rCNVs, such as intellectual disability, developmental delay, or other syndromic disorders. Thus, we included these samples as
a separate phenotype category as they were likely still informative for our analyses despite lacking the appropriate phenotypic information to assign them to any unique HPO term(s).
For the UKBB and EstBB cohorts, all phenotypes were originally encoded as ICD-10 codes, while BioVU phenotypes were encoded in ICD-9. We converted BioVU ICD-9 codes to ICD-10 and uniformly filtered all ICD-10 codes to a smaller subset relevant
to this study. This was accomplished by (1) automated filtering to isolate ICD-10 codes with a cohort prevalence of at least
0.01% but no greater than 5%, and (2) manual review by a board-certified physician (P.M.B.) to further identify terms unlikely to
have a strong risk component attributable to rare genetic variants. Afterwards, phenotypes for each sample were converted from
ICD-10 to plain-text indications using the ICD-10 descriptions for each term. Once converted to plain-text indications, the UKBB,
EstBB, and BioVU cohorts were subjected to indication-to-HPO conversion as described above.
Second, after assigning HPO terms to each sample, we reduced the number of HPO terms used in this study to those with R3,000
samples in total and R300 samples contributed by three independent cohorts. Next, we compared shared sample memberships
between all pairs of related HPO terms to determine the optimal subset of non-redundant terms. If any pair of HPO terms had a Jaccard similarity (i.e., intersection divided by union) >80%, we retained the larger term and dropped the smaller term. If <3,000 samples
differed between a pair of hierarchically related HPO terms, we retained the more general (i.e., higher-level) term, and excluded the
more specific (i.e., lower-level) term. If both terms were equally high-level and siblings (defined as reciprocally sharing at least 50% of
their parent terms), we retained the term with the larger sample size. Finally, we manually reviewed all HPO terms passing the above
curation steps and pruned nine HPO terms that were determined to be indistinguishably similar to another retained HPO term of larger
size (e.g., autistic behavior [HP:0000729] vs. autism [HP:0000717]; arterial stenosis [HP:0100545] vs. peripheral arterial stenosis
[HP:0004950]). In total, this process yielded a condensed hierarchical phenotype classification system with 54 distinct HPO terms,
each which had R3,000 samples in total, R300 samples from at least three different meta-cohorts and differed from all other HPO
terms by R3,000 distinct samples. The final list of HPO terms and samples per term per cohort is provided in Table S2.
Curation of other datasets
Previously reported genomic disorders
We curated lists of previously reported genomic disorders (GDs), defined as genomic intervals where rare CNVs have been linked to
one or more diseases. For this purpose, we integrated lists of GDs from six existing publications and public resources (Dittwald et al.,
2013; Firth et al., 2009; Girirajan et al., 2012; Owen et al., 2018; Riggs et al., 2012; Stefansson et al., 2014). We extracted GD coordinates from these references as provided and converted them to GRCh37 using UCSC liftOver where necessary (Lee et al., 2020)
before excluding GDs <200kb or >10Mb in size. We only considered GDs from the ClinGen Pathogenic CNV Regions list that were
scored at high- or medium-confidence. To integrate all six sources, we first computed the density of reported GD intervals in 10kb
windows across the genome using BEDTools separately for deletions and duplications. We next sequentially curated GDs into three
groups based on their degree of concordance across all six sources: high confidence (R4/6 sources), medium confidence (2-3/6
sources), and low confidence (just one source). In each iteration, we excluded GDs from each of the six original sources that had
any greater than 20% overlap with a consensus GD in a higher confidence tier. The result of this curation process was to preferentially
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retain the coordinates for each GD agreed upon by the greatest fraction of sources and drop regions flanking high-confidence GDs
where just one or a few sources likely over-reported the GD breakpoints. After overlapping all GDs from the six sources above, we
trimmed overlapping segmental duplications overlapping the boundaries of each GD interval, if any were present. Segmental duplications were downloaded from the UCSC Genome Browser in GRCh37 coordinates (Lee et al., 2020).
Predicted NAHR-mediated CNV regions
We defined a set of loci where NAHR-mediated CNVs might be predicted to occur based on the genomic properties of the flanking
regions. To build this set of loci, we first defined pairs of segmental duplications meeting all the following criteria:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Both members of the pair mapped to the same chromosome;
The pair was no closer than 100kb and no farther than 10Mb apart;
Both members of the pair were R1kb in size;
The pair featured strict sequence identity (no indels) R90%;
The pair mapped with direct orientation of repeats (i.e., same strand);
The total intervening sequence between members of the pair had %30% coverage by the excluded regions used during CNV
harmonization (as described above; e.g., simple repeats); and
7. At least 100kb of the intervening sequence remained after subtracting the excluded regions used during CNV harmonization.

After defining candidate pairs of segmental duplications (above), we collapsed overlapping pairs into predicted NAHR-mediated
CNV regions while requiring R50% reciprocal overlap of intervening sequence per BEDTools as well as both ends of their respective
intervals to be within 1Mb of each other (Quinlan and Hall, 2010). For each cluster of segmental duplication pairs, we retained the pair
with the smallest intervening (i.e., spanning) distance, and used the innermost coordinates for analysis purposes.
Genes and gene sets
For all analyses in this study, we defined genes strictly as canonical transcripts from autosomal protein-coding genes as recorded in
Gencode v19 (Frankish et al., 2019). We extracted canonical transcripts for protein-coding genes according to the official Ensembl
definition. We further restricted all canonical transcripts to exons expressed in R20% of transcripts in at least one human tissue catalogued by the Genotype-Tissue Expression (GTEx) Project (GTEx Consortium et al., 2017). To accomplish this, we computed the perexon maximum proportion expressed across transcripts (‘‘pext’’) score across all available tissues (Cummings et al., 2020). Bases
from exons with missing pext scores were ignored when calculating mean pext scores per exon, and exons entirely missing pext
scores were considered as passing the R20% requirement. Genes with no exons remaining after exon-level expression filtering
were removed outright from all subsequent analyses.
We also considered various subsets of genes throughout this study. A full list of these gene sets is provided in Table S5, along with
inclusion criteria and references for external data where necessary. When curating these gene sets, we required unique matches to
gene symbols from one of the canonical protein-coding genes curated above.
Four gene sets are particularly prominent throughout our analyses and merit detailed explanation here. We curated sets of genes
likely to be DS based on existing evidence by starting from the list of canonical protein-coding autosomal genes we curated for this
study and applying various criteria, which is described below and graphically depicted in Figure S6.
d

d

d

d

Haploinsufficient genes (N=264): all genes meeting at least three of the following four criteria: (1) constrained against PTVs in
gnomAD v2.1 (Karczewski et al., 2020), (2) confirmed autosomal dominant causes of disease via LoF or haploinsufficient mechanisms per ClinGen (‘‘high confidence’’ only) or DECIPHER/DDG2P (‘‘confirmed’’ only), (3) intolerant against low-expressor
samples in GTEx v7 (GTEx Consortium et al., 2017), or (4) had no loss-of-function deletions documented in 8,342 unrelated
samples with no known neuropsychiatric diagnosis in gnomAD v2.1 (hereafter referred to as ‘‘gnomAD v2.1 non-neuro’’)
(Collins et al., 2020). Details for each of these criteria are provided in Table S5.
Triplosensitive genes (N=178): all genes meeting at least three of the following four criteria: (1) constrained against missense
mutations in gnomAD v2.1 (Karczewski et al., 2020), (2) confirmed autosomal dominant causes of disease via triplosensitive,
gain-of-function, or other unspecified mechanisms per ClinGen (triplosensitive genes of any confidence rating) or DECIPHER/
DDG2P (‘‘confirmed’’ gain-of-function or ‘‘other’’ mechanism only) (Rehm et al., 2015; Wright et al., 2015), (3) intolerant against
high-expressor samples in GTEx v7 (GTEx Consortium et al., 2017), or (4) had no whole-gene copy-gain duplications documented in 8,342 unrelated samples from the non-neuro subset of gnomAD v2.1 (Collins et al., 2020). Details for each of these
criteria are provided in Table S5.
Haplosufficient genes (N=228): all genes meeting all of the following four criteria: (1) mutationally tolerant in gnomAD v2.1 (Karczewski et al., 2020), (2) no reported disease associations per OMIM, ClinGen, or DECIPHER/DDG2P (Amberger et al., 2015;
Rehm et al., 2015; Wright et al., 2015), (3) high rate of low-expressor outlier samples in GTEx v7 (GTEx Consortium et al.,
2017), and (4) had at least one loss-of-function deletion documented in 8,342 unrelated individuals from the non-neuro subset
of gnomAD v2.1 (Collins et al., 2020). Details for each of these criteria are provided in Table S5.
Triploinsensitive genes (N=150): all genes meeting all of the following four criteria: (1) mutationally tolerant in gnomAD v2.1
(Karczewski et al., 2020), (2) no reported disease associations per OMIM, ClinGen, or DECIPHER/DDG2P (Amberger et al.,
2015; Rehm et al., 2015; Wright et al., 2015), (3) high rate of high-expressor outlier samples in GTEx v7 (GTEx Consortium
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et al., 2017), and (4), had at least one whole-gene copy-gain duplication documented in 8,342 unrelated individuals from the
non-neuro subset of gnomAD v2.1 (Collins et al., 2020). Details for each of these criteria are provided in Table S5.
Gene-level features
We compiled a core table of gene-level features to be used in gene-based fine-mapping and genic dosage sensitivity scoring. The full
list of features is provided in Table S5. For each of the canonical protein-coding genes curated for this study, we collected a total of
145 gene-level features across five major categories: genomic, expression, chromatin, protein, and mutational constraint. All expression features were derived from GTEx v7 due to it being the last GTEx version native to GRCh37, which was a direct match for the
Gencode version used in this study (GTEx Consortium et al., 2017; Frankish et al., 2019). All expression matrices from GTEx v7 were
transformed as log10(X+1) prior to per-gene feature calculation. All chromatin features were based on the Roadmap Epigenomics
Project using the expanded 18-state ChromHMM model on 98 tissues as described in a previous publication (Roadmap Epigenomics
Consortium et al., 2015). All protein features were extracted from the curated subset of human proteins annotated in the Swissprot
database (Bairoch and Apweiler, 2000).
Following annotation of all 145 features per gene, we collapsed correlated annotations to retain the principal components, or "eigenfeatures," that captured at least 99% of inter-gene variance. Prior to principal components analysis (PCA), we normalized the
data in two steps. First, all variables were transformed using Box-Cox power transformations across all genes, except for a small
subset of features as noted in Table S5. Second, following transformation, all variables were centered (mean=0) and scaled (standard
deviation=1) across all genes. We subsequently performed PCA on the transformed & standardized gene feature matrix and used the
resulting principal components as features inputs to gene-based fine-mapping and dosage sensitivity scoring.
Global analyses of rCNVs in disease architecture
We assessed the contribution of rCNVs to each of the 54 disease phenotypes considered in our study through two analyses. In the
first analysis, we computed the cumulative incidence of all GDs curated from the literature (defined above) per phenotype in each
cohort and subsequently conducted a fixed-effect meta-analysis of GD rCNV counts per phenotype across all seven cohorts to
define an overall OR and 95% CI separately for deletions and duplications as well as combined across CNV types using the metafor
R package (Viechtbauer, 2010). We considered a rCNV as a match for a literature-based GD if the rCNV overlapped at least half of the
consensus GD interval defined in our curation process. In the second analysis, we computed the cumulative incidence of all rCNVs
overlapping a well-defined set of known PTV-constrained genes (defined in Table S5) per phenotype in each cohort after excluding all
CNVs matching known GDs identified in the first analysis. We required each deletion or duplication to overlap R2% or R84% of a
gene’s coding sequence (CDS), respectively, to be counted for our meta-analyses; see below for a description of how these CDS
threshold were selected. From these counts, we computed an OR and 95% CI using the same fixed-effect meta-analysis strategy
as in the first analysis. We further partitioned phenotypes into two subgroups based on the ORs of deletions of constrained genes
estimated in our second analysis: all phenotypes with ORR2 were assigned to a group of phenotypes with ‘‘strong rCNV effects’’,
whereas phenotypes with OR<2 were assigned to a group with ‘‘weaker rCNV effects.’’ In both the first and second analyses, we
excluded any cohorts from meta-analyses for each phenotype if those cohorts had <300 total cases corresponding to the phenotype
in question.
Large segment association meta-analyses
We designed a sliding window framework to scan all autosomes for signals of association between rCNVs and any of the disease
phenotypes considered in this study. To accomplish this, we meta-analyzed counts of rCNVs in cases vs. controls in parallel for
each phenotype as described below.
Sliding window model design
We generated sliding windows for all autosomes at 200kb resolution with 10kb step size and excluded any windows with R30%
coverage by N-masked sequences or known somatically hypermutable sites (described above). The window size of 200kb was
selected to approximately match the median rCNV size for most cohorts after harmonization. Next, we intersected rCNVs against
all sliding windows separately for cases and controls for each cohort while requiring rCNVs to overlap at least 50% of each window
to be counted. We conducted this procedure once for deletions and once for duplications per phenotype per cohort. After CNVs were
tallied in cases and controls for each window, we next compared the ratios of CNV carriers between cases and controls per phenotype per cohort using a one-sided Fisher’s exact test. While we did not use these single-cohort association statistics for any assessment of significance, and instead used a fixed-effects meta-analysis as described below, we did use the Fisher’s exact test results for
designating the single most significant cohort per window for each combination of CNV type and phenotype.
Meta-analysis association test
We combined rCNV association statistics across metacohorts for each sliding window using a fixed-effects meta-analysis implemented using the metafor R package (Viechtbauer, 2010). We applied two key modifications to this meta-analysis. First, given
that rCNV counts per window are (a) sparse, (b) zero-inflated, and (c) had unbalanced case & control sample sizes for most phenotypes (e.g., frequently >10- to 100-fold more controls than cases), we implemented an empirical continuity correction as previously
proposed (Sweeting et al., 2004). Second, as sample size imbalance between cases and controls can distort test statistics in genetic
association studies (Zhou et al., 2018), we applied a saddlepoint approximation correction to the test statistics for each phenotype
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per CNV type to recalibrate our P-values. Our implementation of this procedure was based on a previously proposed algorithm (Dey
et al., 2017). During saddlepoint approximation, we excluded all windows overlapping with one of the known GD we curated from the
literature (matching on CNV type) and further winsorized the remaining Z-scores by 0.5% on both tails to protect against outlier windows with extreme effect sizes biasing an accurate re-approximation of the null. Finally, we excluded cohorts from each meta-analysis if they had <300 cases for the phenotype being analyzed.
To account for heterogeneity in microarray platforms across cohorts, we conditionally excluded individual cohorts from meta-analyses on a locus-specific basis. Cohorts were excluded if <90% of their control samples were processed on microarray platforms
with <10 probes per 200kb window. This threshold of <10 probes was selected to correspond to the minimum number of probes
required for CNV quality control in most of the datasets included in our analyses. We applied these criteria exclusively to control samples (rather than both cases and controls) because all control samples were genotyped on microarrays at least as dense—and often
denser—than their cohort’s respective cases. Therefore, a low probe density in cases would lead to false negatives (i.e., the erroneous absence of CNVs in affected cases at a particular locus), as opposed to the potential for false positives driven by low probe
density in controls. This rationale has been used previously by others in large-scale CNV association analyses (Coe et al., 2014;
Cooper et al., 2011). After applying these criteria, a total of 264,034 distinct windows remained for our association meta-analyses.
Each phenotype and CNV type were meta-analyzed separately for a total of two genome-wide meta-analyses per phenotype.
Further, for each combination of phenotype and CNV type, we conducted two versions of the same meta-analysis: once while
including all seven cohorts, and once while conditionally excluding the single most significant cohort per window, as described above.
We designated the results from the model including all seven cohorts as the "primary" statistics and designated the results from the
conditional exclusion model as the "secondary" statistics for purposes of defining genome-wide significance, described below.
Assessing genome-wide significance
After conducting genome-wide meta-analyses for each combination of phenotype and CNV type, we next wanted to control false
discovery rate (FDR) at an approximate equivalent to genome-wide significance. Estimating the number of independent tests performed across all windows, phenotypes, and CNV types is difficult due to numerous necessary assumptions, such as the independence of samples between phenotypes or the local correlation structure of CNV counts between neighboring windows. Instead, we
assessed a "genome-wide" significance threshold of P%3.74x10-6, which corresponds to a Bonferroni correction if applied to the
number of non-overlapping 200kb windows with sufficient probe density to be tested in our analysis (effective N=13,339.6 independent window tested).
We considered a window to be genome-wide significant if its primary P-value exceeded the Bonferroni-corrected genome-wide
significance threshold (P%3.74x10-6), and it additionally satisfied at least one of the following two criteria: (1) its secondary P-value
(as described above) was also nominally significant (P<0.05); and/or (2) at least two separate cohorts were nominally significant
(P<0.05) per single-cohort Fisher’s exact tests. In addition to defining windows at genome-wide significance, we also applied the
Benjamini-Hochberg FDR correction procedure to all windows per phenotype and considered a window to be ‘‘FDR significant’’
at FDR Q < 0.01 if it also satisfied at least one of the two secondary criteria applied to our genome-wide significant windows above.
We empirically assessed the calibration of our genome-wide significant primary P-value threshold using a permutation-based
approach similar to recent proposals for conventional GWAS of Biobank-scale datasets (Annis et al., 2021). The goal of this permutation strategy was to determine the most extreme P-value we would expect to observe by chance alone if the rCNVs in our analyses
were distributed randomly with respect to sample phenotype, which would correspond to the P-value threshold at which we could
assess our empirical meta-analysis results and expect effectively no false positive associations genome-wide for any one phenotype.
To accomplish this, we repeated the following three steps 50 times for each CNV type and phenotype:
1. Permuted phenotypes labels for all rCNVs within each cohort while matching on CNV type (deletion or duplication);
2. Reran full sliding window rCNV association meta-analysis for each phenotype and CNV type combination using identical parameters and filters as in our discovery analysis from our empirical (non-permuted) dataset; and
3. Computed the most extreme P-value observed genome-wide for each CNV type and phenotype.
For each phenotype, we computed the median value from step 3 across all 50 permutations and reported this median value as the
most extreme P-value expected to be seen by chance alone for that phenotype given our data. Finally, we compared these empirical
P-value thresholds to our approximated Bonferroni-equivalent threshold to determine how appropriate the Bonferroni approximation
was for our datasets and study design (Figures S2B and S2C).
Association refinement and annotation
For each locus where we identified a significant association between rCNVs and one or more phenotypes, we aimed to identify the
minimal interval(s) that contained the causal element(s) with 95% confidence. This procedure was performed separately for deletions
and duplications as follows:
First, all genome-wide and FDR significant windows per phenotype were collapsed into nonredundant blocks by merging all windows within ±100kb of any significant window. Next, for each block, we executed the following five steps:
1. Computed an approximate Bayes factor (ABF) for each window following the procedure specified by Dr. Wakefield in prior
publications (Wakefield, 2007, 2009). To estimate the null variance of true causal loci, we used Bayesian model averaging
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across three priors: (i) the average of all significant windows, (ii) the most significant window per block, and (iii) previously reported GDs, as described above. We estimated null variance separately for the subset of phenotypes with stronger rCNV effects and for those with weaker rCNV effects (see Figure 1B);
2. Identified the minimal set of windows that captured at least 95% of the total ABF for the block (i.e., defined the 95% credible
set) by ranking all n windows in descending order according to their ABF and subsequently computing the minimal set of k
windows as follows:
(
95% credible set =

)
Pk
Li
k ˛ n : Pin= 1 R 0:95
i = 1 Li

Where Li is the ABF per window i;
3. Merged all windows in the 95% credible set to define the set of intervals comprising the 95% credible set, and extended each
95% credible set to include all other windows sharing at least 80% of all rCNVs (specifically, windows for which the intersection
of rCNVs overlapping both windows divided by the union of rCNVs from either window exceeded 80%);
4. Clustered any overlapping credible intervals of the same CNV type (deletion or duplication) from different phenotypes while
padding each credible interval by ±100kb;
5. Redefine the 95% credible set of windows jointly across all phenotypes per clustered locus while using the mean posterior
probability across all phenotypes per window.
The result of this process was one 95% credible set for each genome-wide or FDR significant locus identified by our sliding window
meta-analysis. After refinement, we computed two summary statistics per phenotype associated with each credible set:
1. Case and control rCNV frequencies, which were computed as the mean rCNV carrier rate across all windows in the 95% credible set;
2. Pooled effect sizes, which were computed as the inverse variance-weighted mean across all windows in the 95% credible set.
We computed two additional summary statistics for each rCNV segment (i.e., credible sets defined jointly across all phenotypes):
1. Case and control rCNV frequencies, which were computed as the weighted mean rCNV carrier rate per 95% credible set,
where the weights corresponded to the square root of the sample size for each phenotype;
2. Pooled effect sizes, which were computed as the inverse variance-weighted mean across all significant phenotypes per
segment.
Following our sliding window meta-analysis and association refinement, we annotated each significant rCNV segment based on
overlap with exons from protein-coding genes and overlap with previously reported GDs. We also attempted to infer the mechanism
(NAHR vs. non-NAHR) of each rCNV segment by comparing all case rCNVs with 50% reciprocal overlap versus the credible interval(s)
per segment versus the predicted NAHR intervals curated above. Segments were annotated as predicted NAHR if R20% of case
rCNVs had R50% reciprocal overlap with at least one predicted NAHR interval. We manually polished all in silico NAHR predictions
by comparing the segment coordinates to the GRCh37 segmental duplication, repeat masker, and assembly gap tracks in the UCSC
Genome Browser (Lee et al., 2020) and revised any apparent discrepancies post hoc.
Genomic feature analyses of large rCNV segments
We assessed disease-associated rCNV segments for enrichments of various genomic and gene-level features using two different
permutation-based approaches. First, for features based on genomic coordinate (e.g., previously reported GDs), we conducted
100,000 random permutations while matching on rCNV segment size using a custom implementation of BEDTools shuffle (Quinlan
and Hall, 2010). Second, for all gene-based features (e.g., proportion of constrained genes, number of disease genes), we conducted
100,000 random permutations while matching on number of genes per rCNV segment. In this gene-matched permutation approach,
we randomly seeded each permuted segment by selecting one gene at random from the list of all autosomal protein-coding genes
considered in our analyses and iteratively added genes based on minimal linear distance (i.e., closest neighboring gene first) until the
total number of genes was matched to the number overlapped by the original rCNV segment. In this way, we generated randomly
permuted lists of rCNV segments matched exactly on the number of genes per segment. In both the size-matched and genematched permutation schemes, we applied the same two restrictions: (1) we did not allow shuffled segments of the same CNV
type to overlap, and (2) we did not consider any regions not covered by at least one 200kb window assessed in our sliding window
meta-analyses.
For most features, we assessed enrichment by computing the average value across all rCNV segments for all 100,000 permutations and comparing the distribution of permuted values to the empirically observed average value of the rCNV segments from our
disease-association meta-analyses. The exception was for all features relating to DNMs from prior exome sequencing studies of
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NDDs and ASD (Fu et al., 2021; Kaplanis et al., 2020). For DNM-related features, we computed the excess DNMs per segment by
subtracting the expected number of DNMs per segment extrapolated based on gene-specific mutation rates (Karczewski et al.,
2020), and further normalized excess PTV or missense DNMs against synonymous DNMs by residualizing against an outlier-robust
linear fit of excess of PTV or missense DNMs predicted from the excess of synonymous DNMs. This step was necessary to control for
rare instances where we observed regional miscalibration of gene-based mutation rates vis a vis the observed DNM data.
Gene-based association meta-analyses & fine-mapping
We designed a gene-based meta-analysis model to identify individual genes where rCNVs were associated with one or more diseases, as detailed below.
Gene-based model design
Our gene-based association test compared counts of gene-overlapping rCNVs in cases vs. controls per cohort across all 54 phenotypes considered in this study. We begin by enumerating all autosomal protein-coding genes that passed our curation procedure as
described above. We further excluded genes if their canonical transcript was R30% covered by any of the excluded regions during
CNV harmonization (e.g., somatically hypermutable sites, simple repeats, etc.). After all filtering, we retained 170,428 exons from
17,263 genes for these analyses.
We next empirically optimized the minimum overlap to require between an rCNV and a gene’s total coding sequence (CDS) for
association testing. To do this, we annotated every rCNVs from a sample matching at least one phenotype with stronger rCNV effects
(see Figure 1) for overlap with any gene from our curated lists of haploinsufficient (for deletions) or triplosensitive (for duplications)
genes, as defined above. For this analysis, we excluded all genes overlapping a known NAHR-mediated genomic disorder previously
reported in the literature, since the CDS overlap fractions are not informative for these loci as many NAHR-mediated CNVs share
nearly identical breakpoints. Where overlap was identified, we further annotated the fraction of total CDS from that gene covered
by the rCNV. Next, we meta-analyzed the number of rCNVs in cases versus controls for a range of potential minimum CDS thresholds, stepping from 1% to 100% in increments of 1%. At each potential threshold, we computed association statistics using the same
fixed-effects meta-analysis as for our sliding window analyses. For deletions, we observed an essentially monotonic inverse relationship between significance of association and effect size, consistent with larger deletions being less frequent but having stronger effects, as expected. Therefore, we selected the minimum CDS threshold for deletions that maximized statistical power, which corresponded to R2% CDS. For duplications, we observed a non-monotonic relationship between effect size and power, presumably due
to a stronger association emerging for truly triplosensitive genes at higher CDS thresholds where the duplication CNVs might more
reliably result in whole-gene copy gain. Given this, we selected the minimum CDS threshold greater that yielded maximum statistical
power for duplications, bounded on a lower limit of 50% CDS to enrich for true whole-gene copy-gain events; this procedure yielded
an optimal CDS cutoff of R84% for duplications.
Next, to conduct exome-wide association tests, we tallied genic rCNVs in cases vs. controls for each CNV type, cohort, and phenotype. For each rCNV-gene pair, we computed the CDS fraction from the gene overlapped by the rCNV and considered a rCNV to
overlap a gene based on its CDS overlap conditional on its CNV type using the optimized cutoffs determined above (R2% for deletions and R84% for duplications). As in our sliding window analyses, we computed per-cohort association statistics with one-sided
Fisher’s exact tests for each gene, CNV type, and phenotype, but only used these statistics for determining the individually most significant cohort per gene for each combination of CNV type and phenotype.
Meta-analysis association test
We conducted exome-wide association meta-analyses for each phenotype and CNV type using identical methods as for our sliding
window analyses described above: a fixed-effects model with empirical continuity correction and saddlepoint approximation to update the null distribution used for inference (Dey et al., 2017; Sweeting et al., 2004). We also conditionally excluded cohorts on a pergene basis due to low probe density in control samples; however, given that our minimum CNV size was 100kb, we expanded the
boundaries of each gene to be at least 100kb in size when computing probe density.
Assessing exome-wide significance
We assessed our gene-based rCNV association tests at two thresholds: (1) a Bonferroni-equivalent of exome-wide significance of
P%2.90x10-6 (i.e., adjusting for 17,230 genes with sufficient probe density to be tested in at least two independent cohorts), and
(2) a Benjamini-Hochberg corrected FDR Q < 0.01. In practice, we considered a gene to be exome-wide or FDR significant if its primary P- or Q-value exceeded the corresponding significance threshold, and it additionally satisfied at least one of the following two
criteria: (1) its secondary P-value (as described above) was also nominally significant (P<0.05); and/or (2) at least two separate cohorts were nominally significant (P<0.05) per single-cohort Fisher’s exact tests.
Fine-mapping genic associations
Lastly, we aimed to prioritize individual likely causal genes and to define the minimal set of genes per block that most confidently
explains each phenotypic association. To accomplish this, we first clustered all significant genes per phenotype into "gene blocks"
by computing the rCNV covariance between all pairs of genes, defined as the intersection of rCNVs impacting both genes divided by
the union of all rCNVs impacting either gene. We constructed gene blocks by clustering all genes with rCNV covariance R20%, subset to gene blocks that contained at least one exome-wide or FDR significant gene, and subsequently padded each gene block with
all other genes within ±200kb of that block even if those additional genes did not meet the R20% rCNV covariance criterion. We next
adapted several established fine-mapping algorithms from conventional GWAS to our rCNV data as follows:
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1. We transformed all association statistics per phenotype for all genes per block—including non-significant genes—into approximate Bayes factors (ABFs) following the same procedure as in our sliding window analysis (Wakefield, 2007, 2009). For these
calculations, we used an empirical Bayes approach to estimate null variance based on the observed variances for (i) all exomewide and FDR significant genes pooled across all phenotypes, (ii) the most significant gene per gene block, and (iii) the curated
lists of gold-standard haploinsufficient and triplosensitive genes for deletions and duplications, respectively. We applied
Bayesian model averaging across these different null variance estimates separately for developmental and adult-onset
phenotypes.
2. We calculated posterior inclusion probabilities (PIPs) for each gene per phenotype per block based on the ABFs from [1] while
imposing a flat prior (i.e., when assuming that each gene per block is equally likely to be causal) using the same formulation as
previously proposed (Wakefield, 2007, 2009).
3. We developed an adaptation of E-M algorithms described in two previous studies (Kichaev et al., 2017; Wen et al., 2017) to
iteratively update gene priors for each block based on functional enrichments in a logit regression model. For this purpose,
we used the gene-level principal components derived from all 145 gene features described earlier and optimized regression
hyperparameters using a grid search for lasso/ridge mixture coefficient and regularization weight. We assessed convergence
of this E-M process based on the root mean squared error of both PIPs and feature coefficients falling below 10-8 between
subsequent iterations of the E-M process. In each iteration, we used the max PIP for genes associated with multiple phenotypes. When training the logit model, we excluded genes corresponding to NAHR-mediated (i.e., recurrent) CNV regions as
defined earlier; due to identical CNV breakpoints in most CNV-carrying samples for these regions, the genes often featured
nearly identical association statistics and therefore were uninformative for prioritizing features associated with stronger local
associations. In each training step, we also supplemented the genes from our empirically defined gene blocks with the curated
lists of gold-standard haploinsufficient/haploinsufficient or triplosensitive/triploinsensitive genes when fine-mapping deletions
or duplications, respectively; these genes were introduced into our training set with PIP=1 for haploinsufficient and triplosensitive genes and PIP=0 for haplosufficient and triploinsensitive genes.
4. After refining PIPs for each gene based on our functional E-M procedure from [3], we clustered overlapping gene blocks across
phenotypes if two or more gene blocks from different phenotypes shared at least one gene that was significant (at either
exome-wide or FDR<0.01 thresholds) in both phenotypes. For gene blocks clustered across multiple phenotypes, we
computed the unweighted mean of all PIPs for each gene, and re-scaled PIPs such that the sum of all PIPs after clustering
was equal to 1.
5. Finally, we computed a 95% credible set of genes per block based on the cumulative sum of PIPs for genes ranked by causal
likelihood. We only retained exome-wide and FDR significant genes after calculating each credible set (i.e., genes that were not
originally exome-wide significant were included when calculating the 95% credible set but were removed from the credible set
after calculation).
For downstream analyses, we considered any gene with PIP R 0.2 to be a "confident" candidate gene, and any gene with PIP R
0.8 to be a "very confident" candidate gene.
Genic dosage sensitivity scoring
We developed a model to predict haploinsufficiency and triplosensitivity for each protein-coding gene across all 22 autosomes, as
detailed below.
Parameter selection & optimization
We assigned six parameters used in model training as follows:
d

d
d
d

CDS overlap per gene: the goal of our model was to predict the consequences of whole-gene loss or gain (i.e., 100% of CDS
deleted or duplicated). However, given the possibilities of CNV breakpoint imprecision, transcript misannotation, and other
technical factors, we required R84% CDS overlap for a CNV to count as gene-disruptive for both deletions and duplications
to match the effects observed for duplications in our previous CDS overlap optimization analyses.
Phenotypes: we restricted all gene scoring analyses to the subset of phenotypes with stronger rCNV effects (see Figure 1B).
rCNV mechanism: we restricted all analyses to rCNVs that featured <50% reciprocal overlap versus any predicted NAHR interval, as defined above.
Maximum number of genes per rCNV: given that our dosage sensitivity model aimed to quantify the effects of rCNVs on individual genes, we assigned a limit on the maximum number of genes an rCNV could disrupt in order to be considered by our
model. To determine the optimal threshold of genes per rCNV, we determined the point at which we preferentially retained
as many ‘‘informative’’ rCNVs (i.e., those that overlapped at least one curated gold-standard dosage sensitive or insensitive
gene but did not overlap genes from both categories) as possible while depleting for ‘‘uninformative’’ rCNVs (i.e., those that
overlapped both sensitive and insensitive genes and may therefore cause inflated effect sizes for the insensitive genes neighboring sensitive genes). To determine this threshold, we computed the size distributions of informative rCNVs and uninformative rCNVs in terms of number of genes per rCNV and subsequently approximated the probability distribution functions (PDFs)
of both categories. We selected a cutoff where the difference in PDFs between informative and uninformative rCNVs equaled
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zero; i.e., the point at which increasing our threshold by +1 gene per rCNV would result in a relative enrichment of uninformative
rCNVs compared to informative rCNVs. We computed these thresholds separately for deletions and duplications in all seven
cohorts and retained the average threshold across both CNV types and all cohorts as the final cutoff to use in our models
(%37 genes per rCNV).
Maximum effect size standard error per gene: lastly, we wanted to exclude genes from model training that had insufficient rCNV
evidence to derive precise effect size estimates. Given that precision of effect size estimates varied between genes based on
the distribution of rCNVs across all seven cohorts and their corresponding sample sizes, we set a uniform criterion by requiring
genes to have a standard error <1 for the log-odds ratio (log-OR) estimated by our fixed-effect meta-analyses in order to be
included in our dosage sensitivity model training.
Gene exclusion criteria: we only considered genes that could be accurately modeled when estimating priors and when training
the dosage sensitivity classifier. Specifically, we excluded genes that met either of the following two criteria. First, we excluded
genes that had insufficient rCNV evidence to derive precise effect size estimates. Given that precision of effect size estimates
varied between genes based on the distribution of rCNVs across all seven cohorts and their corresponding sample sizes, we set
a uniform criterion by requiring genes to have a standard error <1 for the log-OR estimated by our fixed-effect meta-analyses.
Second, we excluded any genes that overlapped a NAHR-mediated GD, as curated above. Note that we re-introduced any
genes from our curated positive or negative training gene sets when training the dosage sensitivity classifier even if they
met one of these two exclusion criteria.

Empirical Bayes estimation of priors
Our model required estimating three priors: (1-2) the CNV effect sizes expected for dosage sensitive and insensitive genes, and (3) the
expected fraction of all genes in the genome that are truly dosage sensitive. To estimate the expected effect sizes, we computed the
median log-OR across all genes in each training gene set of likely dosage sensitive or insensitive genes. To estimate the expected
fraction of truly dosage sensitive genes, we averaged across three statistics derived from existing data: (i) 16.3% of all genes that are
known to be constrained against PTVs in gnomAD v2.1(Karczewski et al., 2020); (ii) 21.7% of all genes have at least one disease association reported in OMIM (Amberger et al., 2015); (iii) 2.9% of all genes are known to feature dominant haploinsufficiency per
ClinGen and/or DDG2P (Bragin et al., 2014; Rehm et al., 2015). Averaging across all three of these values produced a prior expectation of 13.7% of all genes being truly dosage sensitive.
Bayesian dosage sensitivity likelihoods
We next computed the likelihood ratio that each gene was dosage sensitive versus insensitive based on the CNV effect size empirically observed in our dataset. For each gene, g, with observed log-OR b
q g and standard error Vbg , we specified null and alternative
hypotheses as follows:

q g % q0
H0 : b
H1 : b
q g R q1
Where q0 and q1 are the effect size priors for dosage insensitive and sensitive genes, respectively, computed on a CNV type-specific basis as detailed above. From these hypotheses, we computed the Bayes factor per gene as:
  


P b
q g H0
1N b
q g  q0 ; 1
BFg =    =


P b
q g H1
N b
q g  q1 ; Vbg
Where Nðm; vÞ denotes the normal distribution. We assumed unit variance ðvÞ for H0 . Subsequently, we computed the Bayesian
false discovery probability (BFDP) per gene based on equation (2) from (Wakefield, 2007) as:


qg =
BFDPg = P H0 jb

PO 3 BFg
PO 3 BFg + 1

Where the prior odds ðPOÞ of each gene being dosage insensitive was:
PO =

p0
1  p0

Where p0 = 1  p1 = 0:863, given the prior of p1 = 0:137 as estimated above.
Finally, we manually reassigned BFDP values of 0 or 1 to any gene in our curated training sets of likely dosage sensitive or insensitive gene, respectively.
Ensemble machine learning strategy & composite architectures
Using the BFDP values calculated for each gene described above, we next trained and applied an ensemble machine learning framework to predict the probability of a gene being haploinsufficient or triplosensitive based on 145 gene-level features. This process is
described below and was conducted independently for deletions to predict haploinsufficiency and for duplications to predict
triplosensitivity.
We first partitioned all genes into 10 subsets. Given that many gene-level features and our CNV evidence exhibited autocorrelation
among neighboring genes, we did not randomly assign genes into these 10 subsets. Instead, we split all chromosomes by arm (i.e.,
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p or q), and grouped chromosome arms into 10 subsets while balancing the average number of genes per subset. Each of these 10
subsets therefore had roughly the same number of genes but the data for each subset was entirely independent from the other 9
subsets, as no rCNVs in our dataset were allowed to span centromeres dividing p and q arms.
We next used 10-fold cross-validation (CV) to train a dosage sensitivity classifier based on these 10 subsets. For each CV fold, we
trained a classifier on 9/10 subsets and computed test accuracy on the 10th held-out subset. In each model training step, we attempted to predict per-gene BFDPs from the principal components of the 145 gene-level features as described earlier, and rounded
BFDPs to binary values where necessary for each model’s architecture. Genes were excluded from training based on the criteria
specified above. Following CV, we selected the best-fit model across all CVs based on the square root of mean squared error of predicted and actual BFDPs for the 10% of genes held out for testing. We predicted scores for all genes irrespective of training exclusion
criteria. As a final step, we computed standardized scores for each gene as the transformation of predicted BFDPs based on the
normal cumulative distribution function of predicted BFDPs across all 10 subsets, which scaled all scores to adhere to the range
of [0, 1].
We applied this CV framework identically for eight different regression and machine learning models: a logistic classifier, a supportvector machine, a random forest, a latent discriminant analysis, a naı̈ve Bayes classifier, a fully connected feed-forward neural net, a
gradient-boosted decision tree, and a K-nearest neighbors classifier. All models were implemented in Python with the SciKitLearn
library (Pedregosa et al., 2011). We optimized the hyperparameters for each model using a grid search with five-fold CV over a dictionary of selected available hyperparameters. After the eight models had been trained and applied to predict scores for all genes, we
computed the receiver-operating characteristic (ROC) for each model versus their corresponding dosage sensitive and insensitive
training genes and determined the ROC-optimal score cutoff as the minimized Euclidean distance between the ROC and hypothetically perfect performance (i.e., 100% true positives and 0% false positives). Finally, we computed an ensemble score for each gene
as the average of all eight models weighted by their accuracies corresponding to their model-specific ROC-optimal classification
thresholds.
To evaluate model performance, we computed ROCs and precision-recall curves (PRCs) for all nine models, including the eight
independent architectures and the final ensemble model. We used our training gene sets to define performance for both ROC
and PRC analysis and derived an overall rank of architecture performance based on the harmonic mean of the area under ROCs
and PRCs for both deletions and duplications. To further evaluate the specificity of our deletion- and duplication-derived scores
for predicting haploinsufficiency and triplosensitivity, respectively, we defined subsets of genes from our curated dosage sensitive
gene sets that were only present in one of the two sets (e.g., curated haploinsufficient training genes that were not also present in the
curated triplosensitive training gene set) and subsequently repeated ROC and PRC analyses as described above. After model evaluation, we designated the ensemble scores as our final metrics for use in all subsequent analyses and dubbed these metrics the
‘‘probability of haploinsufficiency’’ (pHaplo) and the ‘‘probability of triplosensitivity’’ (pTriplo) for deletions and duplications,
respectively.
Secondary analyses of genic dosage sensitivity scores
Calibration of high-confidence cutoffs for dosage sensitivity scores
We determined cutoffs for pHaplo and pTriplo to isolate subsets of high-confidence dosage sensitive genes by comparing the empirical rCNV effect sizes observed in our study to a gold-standard set of genes constrained against PTVs as per gnomAD v2.1.1 (see
Figure 6B; Table S5; Karczewski et al., 2020). To determine these cutoffs, we first computed the empirical log-OR of deletions of
these gold-standard constrained genes in our rCNV dataset. We next divided all genes based on their pHaplo or pTriplo into 100
fixed-width bins in increments of ±0.01. For each bin, we computed the marginal log-OR of rare deletions or duplications impacting
at least one gene per bin. We also computed the cumulative log-OR of all rare deletions or duplications impacting at least one gene
with a pHaplo or pTriplo score at least as large as the smallest score in that bin. We assigned pHaplo and pTriplo thresholds to the
lowest score such that these cumulative log-ORs were at least as strong as the log-OR we observed for deletions of gold-standard
constrained genes.
Comparisons to de novo CNVs in autism families
We assessed the utility of our pHaplo and pTriplo scores in interpreting the disease risk contributed by de novo CNVs (dnCNVs) from
a recent exome sequencing study of ASD (Fu et al., 2021). For these comparisons, we subset the dnCNV dataset to include the independent subset of 13,786 children affected by ASD and their 5,098 unaffected siblings that were not already present in our rCNV
dataset. We converted CNV coordinates from hg38 to GRCh37 using UCSC liftOver (Lee et al., 2020) and subsequently excluded all
dnCNVs meeting any of the following criteria: (1) R20Mb in size, (2) R50% overlap at the level of individual genes versus any of the
known GDs curated from the literature, and (3) <5% or <100% CDS overlap of at least one gene for deletions or duplications, respectively. We next scored all dnCNVs based on the highest pHaplo or pTriplo score of any gene with a predicted gene-truncating deletion
or whole-gene duplication, respectively. After scoring each dnCNV with pHaplo or pTriplo, we next stratified all dnCNVs into thirds by
score per CNV class and computed the empirical OR per third of carrying a qualifying dnCNV between affected and unaffected children. We performed this comparison in thirds due to the sparsity of dnCNV data in unaffected siblings after filtering causing any finer
subdivisions to lead to unstable effect size estimates.
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Score comparisons to gnomAD-SV
We compared our pHaplo and pTriplo scores to the rates of gene-disrupting CNVs in the general population as documented by largescale genome sequencing. To accomplish this, we counted the number of gene-truncating deletions or whole-gene copy-gain
duplications from the subset of 8,342 unrelated samples with no known neurological phenotypes from the publicly available
gnomAD-SV v2.1 dataset (Collins et al., 2020). We next separated genes into 10 fixed-width bins across the range of pHaplo and
pTriplo scores in increments of ±0.1. For each bin of genes, we computed the average number of protein-truncating deletions or
copy-gain duplications. We also computed a normalized value adjusting for 21 gene-level genomic features, like gene length and
CDS length (see Table S5 for details). To compute an expected number of CNVs in gnomAD-SV per gene, we first normalized
and decomposed all 21 genomic features into their top 15 principal components (PCs) as described earlier. We next fit a negative
binomial regression model to predict the number of protein-truncating deletions or copy-gain duplications in gnomAD based on
these 15 PCs. To reduce the confounding effects of negative selection for constrained genes, we restricted to the subset of 5,578
likely unconstrained genes where we did not expect strong negative selection against coding variants (see Table S5 for details) before
fitting this negative binomial regression model. We applied the fit model to predict an expected number of CNVs for all genes and
computed a binwise observed:expected ratio by summing the total number of observed CNVs across all genes per pHaplo or pTriplo
bin and dividing by the sum of expected CNV counts.
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Supplemental figures
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Figure S1. rCNV harmonization, related to Figure 1
We aggregated & harmonized rCNV data from 950,278 individuals across 17 sources (Table S1).
(A) Overview of rCNV harmonization pipeline.
(B, D, and F) Selected summary metrics for raw CNV data from each source prior to harmonizing. Sources are grouped by meta-analysis cohort.
(C, E, and G) Summary metrics after harmonization.
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Figure S2. Technical details of rCNV association meta-analyses, related to Figures 2, 4, and 5
We conducted genome-wide rCNV association meta-analyses for 54 disease phenotypes across all autosomes using two strategies: (i) 200 kb sliding windows in
10 kb steps and (ii) collapsing gene-based tests for 17,263 autosomal protein-coding genes.
(A) Quantile-quantile plots for meta-analysis test statistics for deletions (red) and duplications (blue) per phenotype from our sliding window analyses. Solid black
lines denote the expected distribution if the null hypothesis (i.e., no association) was true for all windows.
(B and C) We assessed the calibration of our approximated genome-wide significance threshold for our sliding window analyses (p = 3.74 3 106; dashed
horizontal line) against empirical p value thresholds derived from 50 random phenotype permutations for deletions (B) and duplications (C) as described in the
STAR Methods. Small, light points represent the empirical p value threshold corresponding to strictly zero false discoveries across all tested windows for a single
permutation. Large squares are median p value thresholds per phenotype across all 50 permutations.
(D and E) Relationship of primary and secondary p values across all sliding window meta-analyses for deletions (E) and duplications (F). Secondary p values reflect
the meta-analysis outcome after excluding the most significant cohort per window. Dashed lines indicate thresholds for genome-wide significance, and dark
shaded points indicate windows surpassing both thresholds. R2 and p values are provided from a Pearson correlation test.
(F) Relationship of original significant segment size versus the size of the 95% credible interval after refinement for each of the 163 disease-associated large rCNV
segments discovered by our sliding window meta-analyses.
(G) We identified a significant association between rare deletions and neurodevelopmental abnormalities (OR = 32.1; 95% CI = 30.6–33.8) that included a total of
38 genes on chr22. Gene-based fine-mapping prioritized SHANK3 (PIP = 0.54) as the most likely driver gene for this association, which matches its known role as
the haploinsufficient cause of Phelan-McDermid Syndrome (Zhou et al., 2019). Meta-analysis p values and ORs are provided for the more specific (smaller N) of
the two phenotypes listed at the bottom of the panel.
(H) We also identified an association between rare deletions at 17q11.2 and neurodevelopmental abnormalities (OR = 38.9; 95% CI = 36.6–41.3) involving a total
of 52 genes. Fine-mapping prioritized RAI1 (PIP = 0.56) as the predicted driver gene, which matches its known role as the dominant cause of Smith-Magenis
syndrome associated with 17q11.2 deletions (Slager et al., 2003).
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Figure S3. Summary of all genome-wide significant rCNV segments, related to Figure 2
We identified 88 unique rCNV segments associated with at least one phenotype at genome-wide significance (p % 3.74 3 106). Details for each of the 88
segments are summarized here and are provided in Table S3. Overlapping segments have been merged into single rows for clarity, such as for reciprocal genomic
disorders (GDs) where both deletions and duplications were associated with at least one phenotype. For each locus, we provide basic information including metaanalysis association statistics for a representative subset of 27 phenotypes, and genic content partitioned by PTV constraint (Karczewski et al., 2020) and
previously reported associations with the same phenotypes (Amberger et al., 2015). Association statistics are represented as one semicircle each for duplication
(blue) and deletion (red) shaded by the effect size estimate with radii scaled proportionally to the log10 p value. Sample sizes vary per phenotype; see Table S2
for details.
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Figure S4. Properties of disease-associated rCNV segments, related to Figures 2 and 3
(A) The disease-associated rCNV segments from our discovery meta-analyses overlapped a set of 95 GDs reported in the literature 6.9-fold more often than
expected by chance based on 100,000 random sets of size-matched segments (one-tailed permutation tests).
(B) Significant rCNV segments from our discovery meta-analyses overlapped more disease genes previously implicated in the same phenotypes (Amberger et al.,
2015) than expected by chance based on 100,000 random permutations matched on number of genes per segment (one-tailed permutation tests).
(C) Segments in the top third of all effect sizes (mean odds ratio [OR] = 444.0; ‘‘highly penetrant segments’’) overlapped significantly more genes than segments in
the bottom third of effect sizes (mean OR = 10.3; ‘‘incompletely penetrant segments’’) (two-tailed Wilcoxon test). For (C)–(F), dark squares indicate genome-wide
significance; medium diamonds indicate FDR < 0.01; and light circles indicate GDs curated from the literature that did not reach FDR < 0.01 in our meta-analyses
(see Figure 2B).
(D) Segment effect size was correlated with the magnitude of constraint (i.e., LOEUF) of the most constrained gene within each segment (i.e., lowest LOEUF value
among all genes per segment) (Karczewski et al., 2020). Lines represent outlier-robust linear regression, and shaded areas are 95% confidence intervals.
(E) Highly penetrant segments overlapped genes under stronger mutational constraint than expected by chance based on permutations matched on the number
of genes per segment, whereas we did not observe the same trend for incompletely penetrant segments (one-tailed permutation tests).
(F) Segments associated with multiple phenotypes in our meta-analyses overlapped genes under greater mutational constraint as compared to segments
associated with one phenotype (two-tailed Wilcoxon test).
(G and H) We evaluated the distributions of DNMs from exome-sequencing studies of (G) developmental disorders (Kaplanis et al., 2020) and (H) ASD (Fu et al.,
2021) to better understand the genetic architecture of the 93 large rCNV segments (48 deletion & 45 duplication) from our consensus set that overlapped at least
one gene and were also associated with at least one strong-effect neurological phenotype (see Figure 1A). In each panel, the left-most columns provide the
distributions of total excess DNMs per segment. Genes within each segment were ranked based on their mutation rate-adjusted (Karczewski et al., 2020) excess
of DNMs per consequence (protein-truncating variants [PTVs], missense [Mis.], and synonymous [Syn.]) before being tallied in order. Red and blue tabs beneath

(legend continued on next page)
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each segment in the synonymous DNM panels (bottom row) indicate deletion or duplication segments, respectively. The right-most columns in each panel
present the cumulative distributions of excess DNMs per segment; i.e., data from the first or third columns divided by the total number of excess DNMs per
segment for all segments meeting the minimum DNM excess criteria listed on the x axis. Vertical dashed lines indicate what fraction of segments have at least
90% of their total DNM excess concentrated in the top one or two genes, respectively.
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Figure S5. Permutation tests of DNMs in NDD-associated rCNV segments, related to Figure 3
The genes within NDD-associated rCNV segments were significantly enriched for excesses of damaging de novo mutations (DNMs) identified in exomesequencing studies of (A) 31,058 individuals with developmental disorders (Kaplanis et al., 2020), (B) 15,036 individuals with ASD (Fu et al., 2021), or (C) a
combined analysis of both datasets (total n = 46,094 individuals with broadly defined neurodevelopmental disorders [NDDs]). Each panel provides the results
from 100,000-fold one-tailed permutation tests matched on the number of genes per segment for PTVs and missense variants. Counts of DNMs were residualized
against gene-specific mutation rates for each mutational consequence (Karczewski et al., 2020), and subsequently normalized against the rate of synonymous
DNMs to control for any mutation rate miscalibration. All analyses presented here were restricted to the set of 93 rCNV segments that overlapped at least one
gene and were also associated with at least one strong-effect neurological phenotype (see Figure 1A). The top two rows of panels present the results when
considering all genes, whereas the bottom two rows of panels present the same analysis after excluding all 270 genes that were significantly associated with
either developmental disorders and/or ASD at exome-wide significance in either of the two exome-sequencing studies (Fu et al., 2021; Kaplanis et al., 2020).
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Figure S6. Dosage-sensitivity model development and quality assessment, related to Figure 6
(A and B) We defined training sets of genes that were likely (A) haploinsufficient (HI) & haplosufficient (HS) and (B) triplosensitive (TS) & triploinsensitive (TI) as all
genes meeting at least three (for TS & HI) or four (for TI & HS) of the four criteria listed per category.
(C and D) We computed case:control ORs using the same meta-analysis approach as for our gene-based association analyses, with minor modifications for
optimized parameters (see STAR Methods). We subsequently transformed these ORs into Bayesian false discovery probabilities (BFDPs), which were used to
train eight machine-learning architectures to predict probabilities of dosage sensitivity for every gene.
(E and F) For our final scores, we used an ensemble average (yellow) across all eight machine-learning models (other colors), which outperformed any individual
model alone.
(G and H) We assessed the specificity of our final scores, pHaplo and pTriplo, against the non-overlapping subsets of our curated likely dosage-sensitive training
genes that were (G) only HI or (H) only TS.
(I) Left: average counts of loss-of-function (LoF) deletions in gnomAD-SV v2.1 (Collins et al., 2020) for all genes binned into deciles by pHaplo. Right: same data
from left panel after adjustment for per-gene expected number of LoF deletions using a negative binomial regression as previously described (Collins et al., 2020).
(J) Comparisons of whole-gene copy-gain duplications from gnomAD-SV v2.1 versus pTriplo, presented identically to (G).
(K) We evaluated the relationship of pHaplo and pTriplo versus enrichments of coding DNMs from two exome-sequencing studies of developmental disorders
(Kaplanis et al., 2020) and ASD (Fu et al., 2021). Genes were assigned to ten fixed-width bins based on pHaplo or pTriplo score, and the ratio of total observed
DNMs to expected DNMs was computed per gene while adjusting for gene-specific mutation rates (Karczewski et al., 2020). We observed enrichments of PTV
and missense DNMs in affected individuals but not in their unaffected siblings (right-most panels; labeled ‘‘controls’’).
(L) Genes with higher pHaplo and pTriplo scores were more likely to have been disrupted by de novo balanced chromosomal abnormalities among 273 individuals
with congenital anomalies (Redin et al., 2017). In all panels, error bars correspond to 95% confidence intervals based on 1,000-fold bootstrapping.
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Figure S7. Comparison of genic dosage-sensitivity scores to existing metrics, related to Figures 6 and 7
Comparisons of pHaplo and pTriplo against five existing gene-level constraint metrics derived from analyses of short variants (pLI, LOEUF, missense OEUF [Mis.
OEUF], RVIS Percentile, sHet) (Cassa et al., 2017; Karczewski et al., 2020; Petrovski et al., 2013), five metrics derived from CNVs (HI index, ExAC DEL Z score,
ExAC DUP Z score, CCDG DEL score, CCDG DUP score) (Abel et al., 2020; Huang et al., 2010; Ruderfer et al., 2016), and two metrics produced by other methods
(Episcore, EDS) (Han et al., 2018; Wang and Goldstein, 2020). For each metric, we provide the distribution of scores for the 18,641 autosomal protein-coding
genes we considered when developing pHaplo and pTriplo. We also provide scatterplot comparisons of each metric against pHaplo (red) and pTriplo (blue). Pearson’s r, Spearman’s rho, and Kendall’s tau are provided as measures of correlation for each comparison.

